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Abstract
As a key aspect of the mapping process, clustering and cartographic simplification plays a
vital role in assessing the overall utility of Geographic information system. Within the digital
environment, a number of research have been undertaken to define this process. Clustering
and cartographic simplification is more related to visualization but also an important tool in
decision making. The underlying process is mostly embedded in the system rather leaving
options for the user. It is useful to have alternative local methods than very much
programmed, closed and embedded methods for better understandings of the details of this
process. In this research an attempt has been taken to develop a method for cartographic
simplification through clustering. A point data set has been segmented into two different
cluster groups by using two classic clustering techniques (K‐means clustering algorithm &
Agglomerative hierarchical algorithm) and then the cluster groups have been simplified for
avoid point congestion in smaller scale map than the original scale map. The produced
results show the segmented data into two different cluster groups and a simplified form of
them. There exist some visual disturbances in the simplified data which generates scope for
further research.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
The term “generalization” is used in many contexts of science and everyday life. In
cartography, generalization retains the notion of abstraction and of extracting the general
overriding principles similar to the usages in other disciplines. However, it is extended from
the purely semantic to the spatial (and possibly temporal) domain. In cartography map
generalization is the process of deriving from a detailed source spatial database a map or
database the contents and complexity of which are reduced, while retaining the major
semantic and structural characteristics of the source data appropriate to a required purpose
(Weibel R. & Jones C.B 1998). It is typically associated with a reduction in the scale at which
the data are displayed but should never be equated merely, a classic example being the
derivation of a topographic map at 1:100,000 from a source map at 1:50,000. It is evident
that a small – scale map contains less detailed information than a large scale map of the
same area. Not only the scale but also the theme of the map specifies the density of
represented data. The process of reducing the amount of data and adjusting the information
to the given scale and theme is called cartographic generalization (Muller, 1991; Weibel &
Dutton, 1999). This procedure abstracts and reduces the information from reality while
meeting cartographic specifications and maintains the significant characteristics of the
mapped area. It can be easily seen that this process is very complex and thus time‐
consuming. On the contrary, it represents a process of informed extraction and emphasis of
the essential while suppressing the unimportant, maintaining logical and unambiguous
relations between map objects, maintaining legibility of the map image, and preserving
accuracy as far as possible. Mainly with the spread of new media the speed of the
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information, delivery process has become increasingly important. Today real time
generalization is required, since no user expects to wait more than a few seconds for a
visualization of a personalized map over the internet (Feringa, 2001).
Generalization processes require maintaining the overall structures and patterns
presented with the source map or databases. Thus the recognition of the structure, mainly
implicit and previously unknown, has been an important task to achieve a better
generalization outcome. Over past two decades, tremendous research efforts have been
spent in GIS community on the knowledge acquisition for automatic generalization based on
the rule – based systems (Buttenfield & McMaster, 1991). Parallel to cartographic
knowledge, geographic knowledge has been emerging as a similar concept in the context of
spatial data mining with large databases (Miller & Han, 2001). Such a geographic knowledge
discovery process appears to have potential applications to generalization processes, for
instance using spatial clustering techniques to find clusters in a multi dimensional dataset.
On the other hand, interactive visual tools integrated with clustering techniques provide
tremendous powerful tools to conduct knowledge discovery tasks (Seo & Sheiderman,
2002). Spatial clustering is a way of detecting groups of spatial objects, or clusters so that the
objects in the same clusters are more similar than those in different clusters. Clusters in
large datasets can be used for visualization, in order to help human analysis in identifying
groups and subgroups that have similar characteristics. Spatial clustering has been an
important technique for spatial data mining and knowledge discovery (Han, 2001).
One of the most frequently addressed generalization tasks has to do with the
simplification of point clusters (Lu et al., 2001). In the existing approaches, point
distributions are usually described by means of convex hulls (Wu, 1997), Delaunay triangles
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(Ai & Liu, 2002; Qian, 2006), relationship between the fractal dimension and the scale
(Wang, 1998) etc. While these approaches have been successfully implemented for a
number of GIS applications, they are hardly able to simultaneously satisfy the two
challenging requirements raised by the growing applications of WebGIS ‐ real‐time data
generalization and preservation of distributional characteristics.

1.2 Objectives
Every research has a final goal to be accomplished. This research intended to represent a
point data set without any complexity with the scale change. To complete this goal, we have
set a number of objectives. These are,
•

Segmentation the sample data point into a optimum number of clusters, with
equilibrium distribution of points in the clusters

•

Cartographic simplification of points in each cluster methodically to reduce
complexity of point visualization in the transformed scale (in smaller scale than the
original)

3

1.3 Thesis organization
The research work in the front is divided in four chapters with the following content:
•

Chapter 1 The introductory chapter presents the theoretical background, the main
objectives and the development of the thesis.

•

Chapter 2 Presents the literature review that related with the thesis. Starts a
presentation of different approaches on data clustering and also consists of
descriptions about clustering analysis with particular reference on two classic
clustering techniques. Continues with definitions and basic theory of cartographic and
digital generalization.

Related topic on data clustering and cartographic

generalization made end the chapter.
•

Chapter 3 Presents analytical each step of methodology of the research. Starts with a
short presentation of the point data and the computing environment. Continues with
the architecture and the implementation of each selected clustering algorithm. In the
end develops the methodology on cartographic simplification, using the two different
clustering results.

•

Chapter 4 The last chapter contains the clustering results of the two clustering
algorithms with the corresponding discussions and an important comparison of the
clusters quality. In the end presents the results of cartographic simplification using the
clustering results of the two different clustering techniques.

Next to these chapters four appendices can be found at the end of this work. Appendix A
present analytical the code of k‐means algorithm in Matlab, appendix B presents a full
inconsistency coefficient matrix 303‐by‐4 which is generated to select the number of desired
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clusters in hierarchical clustering and appendix C shows a sequence of full implementing
code in agglomerative hierarchical clustering.

2. Literature of review
In this chapter initially presents analytical the concept of clustering, the categorization of
clustering techniques and focuses on k ‐ means clustering algorithm and the agglomerative
hierarchical clustering algorithm. Also becomes a historical throwback to the development of
cartographic generalization and the path of it to automation. It analyzes the concept and
parameters of generalization in digital systems and refers to the relationship between map
scale and generalization, then presents map generalization operators (with more emphasis
on cartographic simplification for point data) and geometric operators and in the end
concludes some related topics on data clustering and cartographic generalization.

2.1 Cluster analysis
2.1.1 Clustering
The concept of clustering has been around for a long time. It is one of the important
techniques in data mining and geographic knowledge discovery. Have several applications,
particularly in the context of information retrieval and in organizing web resources. This
survey focuses on clustering in data mining. Data mining adds to clustering the complications
of very large datasets with many attributes of different types. This imposes unique
computational requirements on relevant clustering algorithms. There are many different
algorithms available for term clustering. The development of improved clustering algorithms
has received a lot of attention in the last decade. There is an increasing interest in the use of
clustering methods in pattern recognition, image processing and information retrieval.
5

Clustering is often confused with classification, but there is some difference between the
two proceedings. In classification the objects are assigned to pre defined classes, whereas in
clustering the classes are formed. The term ‘’class’’ is in fact frequently used as synonym to
the term ‘’cluster’’.
¾ What cluster analysis is?
Cluster analysis groups objects based on the information found in the data describing the
objects or their relationships. The goal is grouping the objects of a database into meaningful
subclasses (that is clusters) so that the members of the cluster are as similar as possible
whereas the members of different clusters differ as much as possible from each other.
Clusters in large databases can be used for visualization, in order to help human analysts in
identifying groups and subgroups that have similar characteristics.
The definition of what constitutes a cluster is not well defined and in many applications
clusters are not well separated from one another. Nonetheless, most clusters analysis seeks
as a result, a crisp classification of the data into non – overlapping groups.
To better understand the difficultly of deciding what constitutes a cluster, consider the
different ways of clustering 1 through 4, which show twenty points and three different ways
that they can be divided into clusters (Figure 2.1). If we allow clusters to be nested, then the
most reasonable interpretation of the structure of these points is that there are two clusters,
each of which has three sub clusters. However, the apparent division of the two larger
clusters into three sub clusters may simply be an artifact of the human visual system. Finally,
it may not be unreasonable to say that the points from four clusters. Thus we stress once
again that the definition of what constitutes a cluster is imprecise and the best definition
depends on the type of data and the desired results.
6

Figure 2.1: Different ways of clustering the same set of points (source: Pang Ning Tan, M.
Steinbach, V. Kumar, 2006)
¾ What cluster analysis is not?
Cluster analysis is a classification of objects from the data, where by classification we
mean a labeling of objects with class (group) labels. As such, clustering does not use
previously assigned class labels, except perhaps for verification of how well the clustering
worked. Thus, cluster analysis is distinct from pattern recognition or the areas of statistics
know as discriminate analysis and decision analysis, which seek to find rules for classifying
objects given a set of pre – classified objects.
While cluster analysis can be useful in the previously mentioned areas, either directly or
as a preliminary means of finding classes, there is much more to these areas than cluster
analysis. For example, the decision of what features to use when representing objects is a
key activity of fields such as pattern recognition. Cluster analysis typically takes the features
as given and proceeds from there.
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Thus, cluster analysis while a useful tool in many areas (as described later), is normally
only part of a solution to a larger problem which typically involves other steps and
techniques.

2.1.2 Categorization of clustering techniques
Many diverse techniques have appeared in order to discover cohesive groups in large
datasets. In the following sections, first we present the two classic clustering techniques and
then some specific clustering techniques which focused on specific problems and data sets.
Basic clustering techniques
Hierarchical (nested) approach: Hierarchical approach produce a nested sequence of
partitions, with a single, all inclusive cluster at the top and singleton clusters of individual
points at the bottom. Each intermediate level can be viewed as combining (splitting) two
clusters from the next lower (next higher) level. Hierarchical algorithms create a hierarchical
decomposition of the objects. They are either agglomerative (bottom – up) or divisive (top –
down). The agglomerative algorithms start with each object being a separate cluster itself,
and successively merge groups according to a distance measure. The clustering may stop
when all objects are in single group or at any other point the user wants. The divisive
algorithms follow the opposite strategy. They start with one group of all objects and
successively split groups into smaller ones, until each object falls in one cluster, or as
desired.
The following figures indicate different ways of graphically viewing the hierarchical
clustering process. Figures 2.2a and 2.2b illustrate the more ‘’traditional’’ view of
hierarchical technique as a process of merging two clusters or splitting one cluster into two.
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Figure 2.2c and 2.2d show a different, hierarchical clustering one in which point’s p1 and p2
are grouped together in the same step that also groups point’s p3 and p4 together.

Figure 2.2a: Hierarchical clustering 1(source: L.Kaufman & P.J. Rousseeuw, 1990), Figure 2.2b:
Traditional dendrogram 1(source: Periklis Andritsos, 2002)

Figure 2.2c: Hierarchical clustering 2 (source: L.Kaufman & P.J. Rousseeuw, 1990), Figure
2.2d: Traditional dendrogram 2 (source: Periklis Andritsos, 2002)
Hierarchical algorithms: K‐ medoids, CLARANS (based on randomized search)
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Partitioning (unnested) approach: Partitional approach (Figure 2.3) creates a division
data objects into non – overlapping subsets (clusters) such that each data object is in exactly
one subset. Contrast this with traditional hierarchical schemes, which bisect a cluster to get
two clusters or merge two clusters to get one.

Figure 2.3: Partitional Clustering (source: L.Kaufman & P.J. Rousseeuw, 1990)
Partitional Algorithms: K‐ means, Diana, Agnes, BIRCH, ROCK, CAMELEON
Partitional and hierarchical methods can be integrated. This would mean that a result
given by a hierarchical method can be improved via a partitional step, which refines the
result via iterative relocation of points. Other classes of clustering algorithms are given in the
next subsection.
Data mining clustering techniques
Apart from the two main categories of partitional and hierarchical clustering approaches,
many other methods have emerged in cluster analysis, and are mainly focused on specific
problems or specific data sets available. These methods are:
Density‐Based Clustering: These algorithms group objects according to specific density
objective functions. Density is usually defined as the number of objects in a particular
neighborhood of a data objects. In these approaches a given cluster continues growing as
10

long as the number of objects in the neighborhood exceeds some parameter. This is
considered to be different from the idea in partitional algorithms that use iterative
relocation of points given a certain number of clusters.
Typical methods: DBSACN, OPTICS, Den Clue
Grid‐Based Clustering: The main focus of these algorithms is spatial data, i.e., data that
model the geometric structure of objects in space, their relationships, properties and
operations. The objective of these algorithms is to quantize the data set into a number of
cells and then work with objects belonging to these cells. They do not relocate points but
rather build several hierarchical levels of groups of objects. In this sense, they are closer to
hierarchical algorithms but the merging of grids, and consequently clusters, does not depend
on a distance measure but it is decided by a predefined parameter.
Typical methods: STING, WaveCluster, CLIQUE
Model‐Based Clustering: These algorithms find good approximations of model parameters
that best fit the data. They can be either partitional or hierarchical, depending on the
structure or model they hypothesize about the data set and the way they refine this model
to identify partitioning. They are closer to density‐based algorithms, in that they grow
particular clusters so that the preconceived model is improved. However, they sometimes
start with a fixed number of clusters and they do not use the same concept of density.
Typical methods: EM, SOM, COBWEB
Categorical Data Clustering: These algorithms are specifically developed for data where
Euclidean, or other numerical‐oriented, distance measures cannot be applied.
Typical methods: pCluster
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2.1.3 K‐means clustering algorithm
K–means is one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms that solve the well
known clustering problem and one of the popular partitioning clustering techniques, which
attempt to decompose the data set of disjoint clusters. This method is developed by Mac –
Queen in 1967 and then by J. A. Hartigan and M. A. Wong around 1975. He suggests the
name K‐means for describing his algorithm that assigns each item to the cluster having the
nearest centroid ‐ mean (Li, Z.L, 1997). The basic k‐means algorithm is based on squared
error minimization method and it works as follows.

Figure 2.4: Function of k‐means algorithm
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• Randomly choose k data points from the whole data set as initial cluster centers
(centroids), determine the centroid coordinate figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Assign k initial cluster centers randomly (source: L.Kaufman & P.J. Rousseeuw,
1990)
• Calculate Euclidean distance of each data point from each cluster center and assign
the data points to its nearest cluster center (centroid), figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Assign each item to closest center (source: L.Kaufman & P.J. Rousseeuw, 1990)
• Calculate new cluster center of each newly assembled cluster so that the squared
error distance of each cluster should be minimum, figure 2.7

Figure 2.7: Move each center to the mean of the cluster (source: L.Kaufman & P.J.
Rousseeuw, 1990)
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Figure 2.8: Reassign points to closest center and iterate (source: L.Kaufman & P.J.
Rousseeuw, 1990)
• Repeat steps 2 & 3 until the cluster centers (centroids) do not change
• The algorithm stops when the changes in the cluster seeds from one stage to the next
are close to zero or smaller than a pre – specified value (no object move group).
Every object is only assigned to one cluster
The k‐means procedure follows a simple and easy way to classify a given data set through
a certain number of clusters (assume k clusters) fixed o priori. The main idea is to define k
centroids, one for each cluster. K‐means is an interactive algorithm and the accuracy of the
K‐means procedure is basically dependent upon the choice of the initial seeds. To obtain
better performance, the initial seeds should be very different among themselves.

2.1.4 Agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering is a bottom‐up clustering method where clusters
have sub‐clusters, which in turn have sub‐clusters, etc. The classic example of this is species
taxonomy. Gene expression data might also exhibit this hierarchical quality (e.g.
neurotransmitter gene families). Agglomerative hierarchical clustering starts with every
single object (gene or sample) in a single cluster. Then, in each of successive iteration, it
agglomerates (merges) the closest pair of clusters by satisfying some similarity criteria, until
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all of the data is in one cluster. Following figures 2.9 – 2.10 show how the hierarchical
clustering works.

Figure 2.9: Hierarchical clustering
Suppose, there are six sample data points which will be used to put in clusters with
hierarchical clustering. These points are a, b, c, d, e and f. When they are plotted, the
distances between the points can be seen as shown in the figure above. If the user run
hierarchical agglomerative algorithm to make clusters out of this sample data set, it will
create six individual clusters in the first step where each of the point will be treated as single
cluster. In the second step, it will try to merge the closest clusters, in this case it will merge
‘b’ and ‘c’ together and ‘d ‘and ‘e’ together resulting two new clusters, ‘bc’ and ‘de’. In the
next step, it will merge ‘f’ with ‘de’ as they are closest than other clusters and a new cluster
‘def’ is produced. So now, in the next step, as the clusters ‘bc’ and ‘def’ are the closest one,
they will be merged into one cluster ‘bcdef’. In the final step, ‘a’ will be merged with ‘bcdef’
and all the data points lies into one cluster ‘abcdef’. Hete I can be seen that in agglomerative
hierarchical clustering, the process of clustering goes on until the whole data set become
one cluster.
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Figure 2.10: Agglomerative hierarchical clustering
The hierarchy within the final cluster has the following properties:
1. Clusters generated in early stages are nested in those generated in later stages.
2. Clusters with different sizes in the tree can be valuable for discovery.
A Matrix Tree Plot visually demonstrates the hierarchy within the final cluster, where
each merger is represented by a binary tree. General Process of agglomerative hierarchical
clustering algorithm is,
1. Assign each object to a separate cluster
2. Evaluate all pair‐wise distances between clusters (distance metrics are described in
Distance Metrics in methodology part)
3. Construct a distance matrix using the distance values
4. Look for the pair of clusters with the shortest distance
5. Remove the pair from the matrix and merge them
6. Evaluate all distances from this new cluster to all other clusters, and update the
matrix
7. Repeat until the distance matrix is reduced to a single element
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Figure 2.11: Flow chart of hierarchical agglomerative clustering
Advantages of hierarchical agglomerative clustering are that, it can produce an ordering
of the objects, which may be informative for data display. Smaller clusters are generated,
which may be helpful for discovery. This clustering process has some disadvantages as well.
There are no provisions for a relocation of objects that may have been 'incorrectly' grouped
at an early stage. Use of different distance metrics for measuring distances between clusters
may generate different results.
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2.2 Cartographic Generalization
2.2.1 Historical overview and existing definitions
Cartographic generalization has been discussed and analyzed by various geographers and
cartographers since the early 1900’s. They have struggled for centuries with the difficulties
of map generalization and the representation of Earth features. In attempting to explain the
process, each author has approached the topic from a different viewpoint. Some have
methodically outlined what they perceive to be the proper steps for the cartographer to take
when generalizing from large to small scale maps. Others have admitted their inability to
describe accurately what the cartographers do when generalizing a map. The definition, in
this section illustrates the wide variety of viewpoints adopted by geographers and
cartographers during the past century.
It could be argued that the first published work that addressed the problem of
cartographic generalization was produced in the early twentieth century by Max Eckert (Die
Kartenwissenschaft, 1921).In his writing, Eckert asserted that ‘’cartographic generalization
depends on personal and subjective feelings’’ and therefore ‘’bridged between the artistic
and scientific side of the field’’.
It is not until the early 1960s that other significant writings on the cartographic
generalization process appear in the geographical literature. Like Max Eckert, J.K Wright
detailed a scientific integrity of maps (Wright, 1942). Cartographic generalization, as
described by Wright, distinctly affects this scientific integrity and consists of two
components: simplification (was identified as the manipulation of raw information that was
too intricate or abundant to be fully reproduced) and amplification (was explained as the
manipulation of information that is too scanty). These terms may in fact represent one of
18

the first attempts to isolate and define the precise elements within the comprehensive
activity of generalization. Erwin Raisz (General Cartography, 1948) presented an overly
simplistic view of generalization. In a later version of the book (General Cartography, 1962),
Raisz discussion on generalization had been greatly expanded. Generalization had no rules
according to the Raisz, but consisted of the processes of combination, omission and
simplification.
Work by Arthur H.Robinson traced developments in generalization. From the period 1953
to 1984, Arthur H.Robinson textbook (Elements of Cartography, 1953) summarized most of
the significant research in generalization. In the second edition (Elements of Cartography,
1960) of this seminal book identified the generalization process as having three significant
components: (1) make a selection of objects to be shown (2) simplify their form and (3) to
evaluate the relative significance of the items being portrayed. Robinson also speculated on
the significance of subjectivity in the generalization process. Despite attempts to analyze the
process of generalization, Robinson in 1960 proposed that it would be impossible to set
forth of consistent set of rules that could prescribe exactly the procedures for unbiased
cartographic generalization.
More recently the ‘’Multilingual Dictionary of Technical Terms in Cartography’’ prepared
by the International Cartographic Association (ICA) defines cartographic generalization as ‘’
the selection and simplified representation of detail appropriate to the scale and/or purpose
of the map’’ and Brophy, David Michael (1973) however maintains ‘’generalization is an
ambiguous process which lacks definite rules, guidelines or systematization’’. Keates, J.S
(1973), on the other hand, explains the outcome of the generalization process by describing
it as ‘’ that which affects both location and meaning…as the amount of space available for
19

showing features on the map decreases in scale, less location information can be given
about features, both individually and collectively’’.
By the fourth edition of the text Arthur H.Robinson and eventually Randall Sale, and Joel
Morrison (Elements of Cartography, 1978] one entre chapter had been devoted to the topic
of cartographic generalization where both the four elements of the process: simplification
(determine important characteristics of data, eliminate unwanted detail, retain and possibly
exaggerate important characteristics), classification (ordering, scaling and grouping of data),
symbolization (graphic coding of scaled and grouped essential characteristics, comparative
significances and relative positions), induction (application of logical process of inference)
and the four controls: objective (purpose of the map), scale (ratio of map to earth), graphic
limit (capability of system used to make map and perceptual capabilities of viewers) and
quality of the data (reliability and precision of various kinds of data being mapped) . This
formal structure of generalization as developed by Robinson and his colleagues became the
standard reference for cartographers the 1970s and early 1980s. Also Traylor, Charles.T
(1979 :24) contributed to the ICA definition by starting that generalization consists of ‘’the
selection and simplified representation of the phenomena being mapped, in order to reflect
reality in its basic, typical aspects and characteristics peculiarities in accordance with the
purpose, the subject matter and the scale of the map’’. In addition, Koeman.C and Van der
Weiden (1970) examined another aspect of the generalization process by considering the
amount of information at the cartographer’s disposal and the skill of the cartographer.
Finally some important latest definitions asserted from: Goodchild, Michael.F (1991)
‘’Cartographic generalization is the simplification of observable spatial variation to allow its
representation on a map’’, Müller J.C (1991) ‘’ Cartographic generalization is an information
20

– oriented process intended to universalize the content of a spatial database for what is of
interest’’ and Jones C.B, Ware J.M (1998) ‘’ Cartographic generalization is the process by
which small scale maps are derived from large scale maps. This requires the application of
operations such as simplification, selection, displacement and amalgamation to map
features subsequent to scale reduction’’.

2.2.2 Definition, needs, usefulness and advantages
The cartographic generalization as a definition and procedure misinterpreted by a big
percentage of people like simple zoom in or zoom out of the map. This scenario is far away
from true and correct meaning. Zoom out in a small scale map would result in overcrowding
of cartographic objects on the cartographic surface is not enough to include it in a way that
is distinct and understandable (Figure 2.12).

Figure 2.12: Difference between scaling map & generalizing map (source: Bader M., 2001)
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Each scale map is created for a different purposes, this means that different cartographic
information and cartographic objects must include a topographic scale map 1:25.000
compared with this generalized scale map 1:50.000. In the simple example below (Figure
2.13) we can discern the difference. Note that several streets of the map scale 1:25.000
disappear on the map scale 1:50.000 and remain there only the main streets. If we show all
the roads of scale map 1:25.000 on the scale map 1:50.000 that would be crowded the
cartographic objects and render the map illegible and obscure.

Figure 2.13: Cartographic generalization (source: Batsos E. & Politis P., 2006)
Cartographic generalization is an integral part of the production process of creating map
and one of the basic features of cartography representation, the content of which is to
extract and generalize the elements about geographical phenomena and objects in
accordance with the cartography principles and expert knowledge to get representation at
different scales. At the same time, appropriate generalization should guarantee that the
map is a reflection of the spatial variability of the Earth’s surface and of the characteristics of
the represented objects most important to the map user. Cartographic generalization is a
composite process encompassing the wide range of relations between geographical area
22

(with all its aspects being the subject of investigation in various disciplines) and the great
diversity of maps that constitute its reflection. Also is a specific, composite set of processes,
primarily based on logic and is reflected in the graphic design of the map, which in turn
makes possible the correct perception and interpretation of the cartographic image.
It aims to move from larger scale maps to smaller scale maps (Figure 2.14). Describes the
criteria, procedures and transformations (via that is ensured the change of scale with a
qualitative rather than quantitative manner) focusing on the features and information’s of
the map that the scale ordains to highlight. Also the reduction of complexity of map,
attributing his important information, maintaining the reasonable and categorical relations
between his cartographic objects, the visual quality, with the objective aim to maintain
legibility of the graphic in order that the map is readable, comprehensible and to clarifies the
information which the reader want.
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Figure 2.14: Transition from large scale map to small scale map (source: Batsos E. & Politis P.,
2006)
The significance of cartographic generalization is great when you consider how the two
perhaps most important criteria for producing a map associated with both the purpose
which is serving and the scale. Deductively we conclude that the main aims of cartographic
generalization are:
•
•
•

The modification of the qualitative and quantitative data
Reducing the number of depicted details
Simplification of graphic forms
At times have been formulated various definitions of cartographic generalization as we

saw in the previous subchapter. According to the International Cartographic Association
‘’Generalization is a selected and simplified representation of details appropriate to the scale
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or purpose of the map. Also is the procedure that according to the principles of selection,
molding and composition represents on the map the basic features of the real word’’
(E.Batsos & P.Politis, 2006).
Overall the cartographic generalization criteria are:
The scale of the map: Map scale is defined as the ratio of distance measured on the
map to the same distance measured on the earth. The map scale has decisive role in
the process of cartographic generalization, define the generalization operators and
the algorithms used for it.
The purpose of the map: A correct map should reflect those spatial entities that are
necessary for the needs of users in relation to the purpose of the map while
maintaining the priority in proportion to their importance.
The specificity of the cartographic region: The cartographic generalization is affected
differently when a rural area than in urban areas where we need to display more
distinct information. Some techniques have been successfully generalized to urban
areas and some others in rural or suburban areas where crowding of cartographic
objects is clearly lower.
The quality of the data: The cartographic generalization must manage the data to
produce maps of generalized according to the quality or reliability. The data may have
come from various sources: aerial photographs, satellite images, land surveys, GPS
measurements, digitized maps and diagrams. Their quality is necessary to be
examined.
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The specifications of the symbols on the map: The cartographic objects represented
geometrically by spot, linear and surface symbols using some visual variables.
¾ Spot symbols: shape, size, color
¾ Linear symbols: shape, line width, color
¾ Surface symbols: pattern, color
In conclusion the advantages generated by cartographic generalization are many and
important for the cartographer and the reader. Certain of them are: reduces the complexity
of the cartographic symbols and eliminate the unwanted details, retain and possibly
exaggerate important characteristics, maintains spatial and attribute accuracy and provides
more information or more efficient communication.

2.1.3 Relation between map scale and generalization
Map scale selection has very important consequences for the map’s appearance and its
potential as a communication device. The selection of map scale is very important design
consideration because it will affect other map elements. Map scale is the amount of
reduction that takes place in going from real world dimensions to the new mapped area on
the map plane and also the relationship between the size of a feature on the map and its
actual size on the ground. Technically, the map scale controls the amount of detail and the
extent of area that can be shown. Also is defined as the ratio of distance measured upon it
to the actual distances, which they represent on the ground. In general way, this numerator
will always be a round number. Map scale is often confused or interpreted incorrectly,
perhaps because the smaller the map scale, the larger the reference number and vice versa
(ex. 1:100.000 map scale is considered a larger scale than a 1:250.000 map scale).
Three terms are frequently used to classify map scales as large scale, intermediate scale
and small scale. A large scale shows detail of small area, a small map scale shows less detail
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but a larger area and the medium map scale is something between them. According to this
categorization we have large scale maps show small portions of the earth surface and the
small scale maps show large areas, so only limited detail can be carried on the map. The
following Table 2.1 shows map scale categorization and the scale conversion.

Large
map
scale

Medium
map
scale

Small
map
scale

Map Scale

One cm on the
map represents

One km on the earth is
represented on the map
by

One inch on the map
represents

1:10.000

100 m

10cm

833.33feet

1:25.000
(Local)

250 m

4cm

2,083.33feet

1:50.000
(Local)

500m

2cm

0.789miles

1km

1cm

1.58miles

2.5 km

0.40cm

3.95miles

10 km

0.10cm

15.78miles

35 km

0.028cm

55.24miles

1: 5
million

50 km

0.02cm

78.91miles

1:10
million

100 km

0.01cm

157.82miles

1:100.000
(Regional
scale)
1:250.000
(Regional
scale)
1:1 million
1:3.5
million

Table 2.1: Categorization of the map scales & scale conversion
A fundamental issue is to decide at which scale the information should be generalized.
Ideally it will be useful to be able to vary the scale according to the level of precision
required. Naturally‐ occurring features often require larger scale for their portrayal than
cultural features. This raises intriguing problems of metric representation, but the idea of
variable or elastic scaling within a single map is not new.
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Generalization is not simply making little things look like big things. Map features at small
scales should not slavishly mimic their shapes at large scales. Is typically associated with a
reduction in the scale at which the data are displayed, a classic example being the derivation
of a topographic map at 1:100.000 from a source map at 1:50.000. Map generalization
should never be equated merely with simplification and scale reduction. On the contrary, it
represents a process of informed extraction and emphasis of the essential while suppressing
the unimportant, maintaining logical and unambiguous relations between map objects,
maintaining legibility of the map image, and preserving accuracy as far as possible. In
addition, contextual factors may also influence shape representation, such that simplifying
features can require more than merely removing vertices; sometimes entire shapes should
be deleted at a certain scale. In other instances, entire features (points, polylines, polygons
or sets of them) will need to be transformed or eliminated. But long before it vanishes, a
feature will tend to lose much of its character as a consequence of being reduced.
The smaller the scale of the map, the more simplification and generalization is needed.
When small‐scale maps are compiled from two or more large‐scale maps covering an area,
boundaries may be moved to join boundaries on adjacent maps. Complicated areas may be
simplified. Units covering small areas on the large‐scale map may be removed entirely. Areas
without much detail may be that way because no one has spent much time mapping there.
When we are considering the use of the map, we keep in mind the accuracy of the
boundaries between units. We realize that the boundaries on smaller scale maps are
generalized and may not be in the "exact" location of the contact on the ground. Commonly
used numerical criteria for evaluating solutions do not necessarily provide useful guidance,
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in part because they do not reflect the imperatives of map scale, in part because they are
too global, and because the geometric properties they preserve may be undesirable.
There are various techniques of generalisation, which can be used for different types of
data and different objectives. There are also different methods for applying these
techniques in order to improve a point data set for a range of scales. The broad question
explored is whether it is better to apply generalization techniques in an incremental fashion,
where the dataset at each scale is a generalization of the previous, large scale point dataset
(ladder approach) or whether it is better to derive the point dataset at each scale by
applying th generalization technique to the original point dataset (start approach). In this
particular work we will use the star approach to generalization, the process begins of
deriving dataset for smaller scale (1:10.000.000) from the original lagest scale (1:3.500.000)
at which the point data is available (Figure 2.15).

Figure 2.15: Ladder and Star approaches for generalization (source: Stoter J.E, 2005)
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2.3 Generalization in digital systems
2.2.1 Development
According Meng [1997] and Sarjakoski [2007] the first steps towards automated
generalization became at period 1960 – 1980, with orientation the growth of algorithms and
methods of geometrical calculations. That season the researchers focused more in the
resolution of specific problems of generalization [Linear: Douglas & Peker, 1973 Spot,
Polygonal: Topfler & Pillewizer, 1966] rather than holistic generalization.
The precise definition and determination of the generalization elements led the
cartographer to develop analytic theoretical conceptual models [Ratajski model 1967,
Morrison model 1974]. At period 1980 – 1990 became a turn to high processes, aiming at
the simulation of the method with which are applied the manual generalization.
Simultaneously became efforts of concentration of cartographic knowledge from books but
also from cartographers, as well as various proposals of conceptual models [Brassel &
Weibel 1988, Nickerson & Freeman 1986] for the better comprehension of generalization
process. This knowledge was an attempt to standardize and given via programming language
into computer systems of this period. However the results were not encouraging because
the human ability is not easily transmitted through programming. Eventually in the early
1990s scientists came to believe that the best solution can only be through interactive
generalization systems, in which the human factor will be taking the decisions.
From 1990 until 1995 became an attempt to identify the critical issues that resulted from
the previous efforts. Furthermore was recognized the need of quantitative and qualitative
control, not only the cartographic results but also the model produced. Finally, at that time
began to develop a new way of tackling the problem of automated generalization based on
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technology of AGENT (Automatic Generalization New Technology). From 1995 and
afterwards decisive role plays the growth of internet and GIS, the running speed has become
an important factor to evaluate the effectiveness of mapping solutions. It also recognized
the need and utility, improved databases, which will contribute to system efficiency,
affecting significantly the speed of implementation of various applications. The same period
began the use of object (O‐O) models in spatial databases, which offer flexibility in the
implementation of generalization and the creation of databases.
The transitions from the proportional to digital cartography constitute the reason for a
review of cartographic concepts and actions, both in terms of understanding and level
evaluation. The great abilities of computer systems are able to give impetus to evolve the
cartography on levels which is not possible to be achieved via the proportional procedures.
But the passive type of these systems and the executive character come at variance with the
foundations of cartography are based on human capabilities of perception, aesthetics and
crisis. The use of computer technology, and also the development and application of digital
methods in cartography gave the additional designation of ‘’Digital’’. This resulted the
import in the digital sector of one of the main cartographic processes (generalization) and
renamed in ‘’Digital generalization’’. Mc Master and Shea (1992) [CEC.03] formulated that:
‘’Digital generalization can be defined as the process of deriving from a data source a
symbolically or digitally encoded cartographic data set through the application of spatial
data and attribute transformation’’(Robert B.McMaster, K.Stuart Shea, 1992; Robert
B.McMaster, K.Stuart Shea, 1989). Particularly through the development of geographic
information systems had to find a way to produce maps of generalized multiple scales
quickly, accurately and with the least possible intervention by the cartographer.
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In comparison to generalization in conventional cartography, generalization in digital
systems has to be understood in a wider meaning: each transition from one model of the
real world to another, which comes with a loss of information, requires generalization. Below
we can see how transitions take place in three different areas along the database and map
production work – flow (Brassel K.E. & Weibel R., 1988; Mueller J.C., Weibel R., Lagrange J.P.
& Salge, 1995).
 Object generalization: This process takes place whenever a database is created as
a representation of the real world. Since our world presents us with an infinite
reservoir of details and resultant data, a representation of all data is impossible.
Each database can only hold a selection of the real world data, and usually only a
fraction of the captured data. This selection must reflect the intended purpose of
the data and will be limited by computer memory.
 Model generalization: While the process of object generalization has had to be
carried out in much the same way as in the preparation of data for a traditional
map, model generalization is new and specific to the digital domain (Weibel &
Dutton, 1999). The goal of model generalization is a controlled reduction of data.
The reduction of data is desirable in order to save storage and to increase
computational efficiency.


Cartographic generalization: This is the term commonly used to describe the
generalization of spatial data for cartographic visualization. It is the process most
people typically think of when they hear the term ‘’ generalization’’ (Weibel &
Dutton, 1999). The differences between this and model generalization is that it is
aimed at generating visualizations, and brings about graphical symbolization of
data objects. Therefore, cartographic generalization must also encompass
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operations to deal with problems created by symbology, such as feature
displacement.

Figure 2.16: Generalization as a sequence of modeling operations (source: Bader M.,
2001)

2.2.2 Operators
During the transition from large scale map to small scale map is imperative to apply
generalization in spatial data of the map which are designed to change the geometry or
properties. This is achieved by using map generalization operators which modify the
position, the shape or the kind symbolization of spatial data in order to classify the data into
distinct groups.
Operators were identified initially by studies of the human cartographer and later
enriched to decompose the task of generalization into more details for automation. The
ideas introduced by algorithm developers led to the additional fragmentation of these
operators. Several researchers’/cartographers have proposed various map generalization
operators. The first research came from Robinson et al (1984) and Delicia – Black (1987)
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who identified only very few operators but also from Keates (1989) and McMaster –
Monmonior (1989) with some extra essential operators. However, these operators are too
general to be computerized. That is to say, more concrete operators need to be identified.
From the late 1980’s researchers try to identify more concrete operators. For example Beard
& Machaness (1991) identified eight map generalization operators. Also generalization
research carried out different operator classifications based on their different characteristics
as for instance within the McMaster & Shea (1992), Yaolin et al. (1999) and the AGENT
project of Bader et al. (1999). These classifications do not aim to be general to serve any
generalization application, nor do they aim to be consistent. The classifications are not
transparent, as they cannot be reconstructed and are not based upon a formal model.
Additionally they are incompatible to each other, as some classifications point out different
operators than others. But they are also inconsistent internally, as they do not apply the
same criteria for each of the operators. Even today, the research community has not agreed
upon common classification operators – not on using the terms of individual operators to
mean the same thing. An overview of all these existing operators from digital cartographic
generalization is provided in Table 2.2.
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Researchers

Robonson
et al
(1984)

Delicia
&

Keates
(1989)

Black
(1987)

Mc Master
&
Monmonior
(1989)

Beard &
Mackaness
(1991)

McMaster
& Shea
(1992)

Agent
Project –
Bader et all.
(1999)

Operators
Agglomeration

9

Aggregation

9

Amalgamation
Classification

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9
9

Coarsen

9

Collapse

9

Combination

9

Displacement

9

9
9

9

9

Enhancement

9

Exaggeration
Induction

9

9

9
9

9

9

9

9

9

9
9

Merge

9

Omission

9

9

Refinement

9

9
9

Selection/

9
9
9

9
9

Elimination
Simplification

9

9

9

Smoothing
Symbolization

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Typification

Table 2.2: Existing operators for digital map generalization (sources: Jiawei Han, Micheline
Kamber, 2006; Zhilin Li, Meiling Wang, 2010)
Regarding the operators of geometric transformations in digital map generalization, an
important part is to make people understand the transformations clearly. Below, each of
these map generalization operators is explained concisely with simple definitions and
graphic depicting examples (Table 2.3).
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Agglomeration: to make area features bounded by thin area features into adjacent area
features by collapsing the thin area boundaries into lines
Aggregation: a) to group a number of points into a simple point feature, b) to combine area
features (e.g. buildings) separated by open space
Amalgamation: to combine area features (e.g. buildings) separated by another feature (e.g
roads)
Classification: to concern with the grouping together of objects into categories of features
sharing identical or similar attribution
Collapse: a) to make the dimension changed. As scale is reduced, many real features must
eventually be symbolized as points or lines. Two types are identified e.g. ring to point and
double to single line b) to make the feature represented by symbol with lower dimension
Combination: to combine a set of object to one object of higher dimensionality
Displacement: a) to move a point away from a feature or features because the distance
between the point and other feature(s) are too small to be separated b) to move the line
towards a given dimension c) to move the area to a slightly different position, normally to
solve the conflict problem
Enhancement: to make the characteristics still clear, the shapes and sizes of features may
need to be exaggerated or emphasized to meet the specific requirements of the map
Exaggeration: to make an area with small size still represented at a smaller scale maps, on
which it should be too small to be represented
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Merge: a) to combine two or more lines together, these lines require that they be merged
into one positioned approximately halfway between the original two and representative of
both. b) to combine two adjacent areas into one
Omission: a) to select those more important point feature to be retained and to omit less
important ones, if space is not enough b) to select those more important ones to be retained
Refinement: this is accomplished by leaving out the smallest features, or those which add
little to the general impression of the distribution. Through the overall initial features are
thinned out, the general pattern of the features is maintained with those features that are
chosen by showing them in their correct locations
Selection: to select entire feature (e.g. road), selection within feature categories
Elimination: to eliminate unimportant objects from the map
Simplification: a) to reduce the complexity of the structure of point cluster by removing
some point with the original structure retained b) to make the shape simpler c) to retain the
structure of area patches by selecting important ones and omitting less important ones d) to
reject the redundant point considered to be unnecessary to display the line’s character
Smoothing: to make the appear to be smoother
Typification: a) to keep the typical pattern of the point feature while removing some points
b) to keep the typical pattern of the line bends while removing some c) to retain the typical
pattern, e.g. a group of area features (e.g. buildings) aligned in rows and columns
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Map Generalization
Operators

Representation in the
original map

Representation in the generalized
map

At Scale of the original map

Small scale

Agglomeration

Aggregation

Amalgamation

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11
12,13,14,15,16,17,18
19,20

Classification

Ring to
point

Collapse

Double to
single
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1‐5,6‐10,11‐15,16‐20
Not Applicable

Area to
point
Area to line
Partial

Displacement

Enhancement
Directional
thickening

Exaggeratio Enlargement
n

Widening

Merging

Omission
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Refinement

Simplification

Curve ‐
fitting

Smoothing
Filtering

Typification

Table 2.3: Concise graphic depicting of map generalization operators (sources: Robert
B.McMaster, K.Stuart Shea, 1992; Jiawei Han, Micheline Kamber, 2006; Robert B.McMaster,
K.Stuart Shea, 1989)
For each category of cartographic data (point, line, area, or volume) is correspond specific
map generalization operators (Table 2.4).
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Map Generalization Operators

Applicable Data Types

Simplification

Point, Line, Area, Volume

Smoothing

Line, Area, Volume

Aggregation

Point

Amalgamation

Area

Merging

Line

Collapse

Line, Area

Refinement

Line, Area, Volume

Exaggeration

Line, Area

Enhancement

Line, Area

Displacement

Point, Line, Area

Typification

Point, Line, Area

Selection

Point, Line, Area, Volume

Table 2.4: The correspondence between map generalization operators and applicable data
types
Five operators are most meaningful for the generalization of point data, these are:
aggregation, displacement, typification, selection and simplification. These operators are
guided by measures that provide information about spatial relationships and spatial
variation that should be preserved and that define the domain of features over which the
generalization operator should act. The focus of this thesis lies on cartographic simplification
of point data set.
Simplification on point data set can be thought of as a form of selection that filters
features based on spatial properties. It is often presented using an optimization technique
with an objective function of finding a subset which best approximates the set of all features
with respect to some defined characteristics. The size of the subset may be dictated in
advance or may be dependent on some error bound. Simplification is usually applied globally
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to a map, though it is possible to apply it more locally to clusters. The purpose of the
operator is usually to relax the solution space for the conflicts rather than solve them
entirely, though this requirement may also be integrated as constraints on candidate
approximations. In general simplification on point data acts to reduce the density, or level of
detail, or data. As such it can be thought of as an operator that primarily considers the first
order aspects of spatial variation. Figure 2.17 illustrates the simplification operator applied
to a set of points.

Figure 2.17: Simplification operator for a point set (source: Batsos E., Politis P., 2006)
Many algorithms (Douglas & Peker 1973, de Breg et al. 1995, Li & Openshaw 1992) that
allow the manipulation of geometric shapes are available from computational geometry.
These can be easily adapted to a GIS environment, dealing mostly with vector
representations such as point, line or polygon. We can quite easily identify that
generalization is a complex problem. There are no simple algorithms that can be applied to
generate the generalized maps. Also the concepts of operators and algorithms should not be
confused. An operator represents a kind of transformation and the algorithm is an
implementation of that transformation. Operators are identified by studying manual
generalization and the algorithms are generally modifications of algorithms in computational
geometry, image analysis etc. Most of the time, the work involved in keeping additional
independent representations is reduced by use of transformations, which allow updating to
take place only in the primary representation(s). The transformations can be implemented
using a collection of map generalization operators & geometric operators (Table 2.5). In the
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following chapters will make a detailed analysis for some of the geometric operators that
will take part in preparing of this work.
Geometric operators

Short explanation

Line simplification

Reduce the number of vertices in polygonal line, based on
some alignment criterion

Polygon triangulation

Divide a polygon into non – overlapping neighbor triangles

Centroid determination

Select a point that is internal to a given polygon, usually its
center of gravity

Skeletonization

Build a 1‐ D version of a polygonal object, through an
approximation if its medial axis

Convex hull

Define the boundaries of the smallest convex polygon that
contains a given point set.

Delaunay triangulation

Given a point set, define of a set of non – overlapping
triangles in which the vertices are the points of the set.

Voronoi diagram

Given a set of sites (points), divide the plane in polygons so
that each polygon is the locus of the points closer to one of
the sites than to any other site.

Isoline generation

Build a set of lines and polygons that describe the
intersection between a given 3 – D surface and a horizontal
plane.

Polygon operations

Determine the intersection, union, or difference between
two polygons

Clustering

Partition a set of points into groups according to some
measure of proximity
Table 2.5: Geometric operators
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2.4 Related topics on data clustering & cartographic generalization
Different research has been undertaken about cartographic generalization in digital
environment using different methods. The basic part starts with the data clustering chosen
between different clustering methods and then clusters generalization through different
generalization operators. A glimpse of some related work has been given in the following
table. These researches can give someone an idea about the process of generalization. Here
only the major contribution of each research has been stated.
Title

Author

Major contribution

An algorithm for
point cluster
generalization based
on the Voronoi
diagram

Haowen Yan &
Robert Weibel
(2008)

This paper presents an algorithm for point cluster
generalization. Four types of information i.e. statistical,
thematic, topological and metric information are considered
to measure each corresponding types of information
quantitatively. Based on these measures an algorithm for
point cluster generalization is developed.

CTVN: Clustering
Technique using
Voronoi Diagram

P S Bishnu & V
Bhattacherjee
(2009)

This paper presents a new clustering technique. Voronoi
diagram have been used in conjunction with K‐means
algorithm for identifying hidden patterns in a given dataset
and create actual clusters. Further, noise data points are
also identified by CTVN algorithm. The CTVN algorithm was
validated upon four synthetic datasets and the results were
compared with K‐means algorithm.

Point set
generalization based
on the Kohonen Net

CAI Yongxiang
& GUO
Qingsheng
(2008)

Kohonen Network mapping has the characteristics of
approximate spatial distribution and relative density
preservation. This paper combined the Kohonen mapping
model with outline polygon simplification to generalize a
point set to satisfy the demands of point set generalization.

Density‐based
clustering
algorithms –
DBSCAN and SNN

Adriano
Moreira, Santos
Maribel & Sofia
Carneiro (2005)

This document describes the implementation of two
density‐based clustering algorithms: DBSCAN and SNN. The
role of the clustering algorithms is to identify clusters of
Points of Interest (POIs) and then use the clusters to
automatically characterize geographic regions.

Efficient Mean‐shift
Clustering Using
Gaussian KD‐Tre

Chunxia Xiao
& Meng Li
(2010)

This research deals with an efficient method that allows
mean shift clustering performed on large data set. The key
in this method is a new scheme for approximating mean
shift procedure using a greatly reduced feature space. This
reduced feature space is adaptive clustering of the original
data set, and is generated by applying adaptive KD‐tree in a
high‐dimensional affinity space. Also several kinds of data
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clustering applications have been proposed to illustrate the
efficiency of the method, including image and video
segmentation, static geometry model and time‐varying
sequences segmentation.

Table 2.6 Related topics on data clustering and cartographic generalization

3. Methodology of the research
Initially, in this section we briefly explain the point data (attributes & technical
information) and the computing environment for clustering. Thereafter we present
analytical the parameters, architecture and implementation of the two clustering algorithms
that we use to clustering the point data. In the end we concentrate on cartographic
simplification of clustered point data sets which have been produced from two previous
clustering algorithms.
The aim for grouping before cartographic simplification is to take samples out of group
where the samples will represent the group. So in our case we cluster data into different
groups where the data in a group will have same characteristics and then we choose sample
through cartographic simplification. We could have done the simplification directly but to
keep reliable representation of each different kind of points (we differed points on the basis
of distance) we went first for data clustering.

3.1 Data and computing environment
In this thesis, we have collected a GIS data set (RLS_BD.shp) of Bangladesh. This point
data set is in the form of shape file and contains locations of rainfall measurement stations
all over Bangladesh and related information (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Rainfall measurements stations in Bangladesh (point data set)
RLS_BD.shp had been produced during Flood Action Plan (FAP) 19 as a part of Irrigation
Support Project for Asia and the Near East by Flood Plan Coordination Organization (FPCO)
under the Ministry of irrigation, Water Development and Flood Control in May, 1993. The
attributes of the point data and some technical information are summarized in the Table 3.1
below.
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Explanation

ST_NAME

Name of the rainfall stations

DISTRICT

Name of the district

TYPE

NR/R (No recorder or recorder)

PWL_EL

Platform elevation in meter

FORECAST

Y/N (Yes or No used for forecasting of flood
hazard)

Characteristics

Explanation

Type of coverage

Point

Projection

Bangladesh Transverse Mercator (BTM)

Technical information of the point data

Attributes of the point
data

Name



units: meters



Xshift: 500000



Yshift: 2000000



Projection parameters





Scale

Spheroid: everest
Scale factor: 0.9996
False Easting: 90 00 00

False Northing: 00 00 00
1:3.500.000

Table 3.1: Attributes & technical Information of the GIS data
In this work we will particular focus on the applications of Matlab in the area of
clustering. Specifically, we work on two different kinds of algorithms. The first one is k‐
means clustering algorithm which is classified on partitional approach and the second one is
agglomerative hierarchical clustering technique which is classified on agglomerative
hierarchical approach.
Matlab is developed by MathWorks Company. A numerical analyst called Cleve Moler
wrote the first version of Matlab in the 1970s. It has since evolved into a successful
commercial software package. Matlab relieves you of a lot of the mundane tasks associated
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with solving problems numerically. This allows you to spend more time thinking, and
encourages you to experiment. Powerful operations can be performed using just one or two
commands. You can build up your own set of functions for a particular application. It is an
interactive system whose basic data element is an array that does not require dimensioning.
This allows you to solve many technical computing problems, especially those with matrix
and vector formulations, in a fraction of the time it would take to write a program in a scalar
non‐interactive language such as C or FORTRAN. Also it’s an efficient numerical computing
language using matrix as the basic programming unit, and it is a highly integrated system
contained scientific computing, image processing and audio processing.
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3.2 Clustering data with k‐means algorithm
3.2.1 Preliminary parameters of k‐means algorithm
The k‐means algorithm is well known for its efficiency in clustering large data sets.
However, working only on numeric values prohibits it from being used to cluster real world
data containing categorical values. Before the action of k‐means algorithm some preliminary
steps are necessary for the proper functioning of the algorithm and the reliable results of it.
The first preliminary parameter is to read the input data into Matlab program as a matrix
n‐by‐p. The k‐means clustering algorithm takes the n‐by‐p matrix X and partitions it into k
clusters. The second preliminary parameter is the determination of the number of clusters
in a data set, a quantity often labeled k as in the k‐means algorithm, is a frequent problem in
data clustering, and is a distinct issue from the process of actually solving the clustering
problem. The k‐means algorithm gives no guidance about the number of clusters k should be
but we have to know in advance about it. K is always a positive integer number but to find
the correct number of clusters k is one of the big problems in K‐means. A wrong value of k
can give you a sub optimal result.
For a certain class of clustering algorithms (i.e., k‐means), there is a parameter commonly
referred to as k that specifies the number of clusters to detect. Other algorithms such as
DBSCAN (Density‐Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) and OPTICS (Ordering
Points To Identify the Clustering Structure) algorithm do not require the specification of this
parameter, hierarchical clustering avoids the problem altogether.
The correct choice of k is often ambiguous, with interpretations depending on the shape
and scale of the distribution of points in a data set and the desired clustering resolution of
the user. In addition, increasing k without penalty will always reduce the amount of error in
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the resulting clustering, to the extreme case of zero error if each data point is considered its
own cluster (i.e., when k equals the number of data points, n). Intuitively then, the optimal
choice of k will strike a balance between maximum compression of the data using a single
cluster, and maximum accuracy by assigning each data point to its own cluster. If an
appropriate value of k is not apparent from prior knowledge of the properties of the data
set, it must be chosen somehow. There are several categories of methods for making this
decision. Some of them are: “the rule of thumb’’, “the elbow method’’, “akaike information
criterion’’, “Bayesian information criterion”, “silhouette’’, “cross validation’’ and the “Kernel
matrix’’. In this particular work we will use the “silhouette” method to determine the
number of clusters and also the separation between them. Cluster initialization is the third
preliminary parameter for k‐means algorithm. Different initializations can lead to different
final clustering because k‐means only converges to local minima. One way to overcome the
local minima is to run the k‐means algorithm, for a given k with several different initial
partitions and choose the partition with the smallest value of the squared error. The last
preliminary step is to decide how the k‐means clustering algorithm should compute the
distance between points. There are two common methods for calculating distance for this
algorithm: Euclidean and Correlation distance. K‐means algorithm is typically used with the
Euclidean metric for computing the distance between points and clusters centers. We use
the Euclidean distance which is also familiar with the “silhouette” method.
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3.2.2 Architecture of the basic k‐means algorithm
This section describes the architecture of k‐means algorithm. The algorithm operates on a
set of m spatial objects X ={x1, x2, .......xm}, where xiєRn is an n dimensional vector in
Euclidean space and i = 1, 2,…..m. The dataset can be represented a m-by-n matrix as follow

, where each row represents an object with n attributes. Based on the notion of similarity,
similar objects are clustered together as clusters. A cluster cj is a subset of input m objects.
The m object are likely partitioned into k different clusters C = {c1, c,.........ck}, where cjєRn
and j =1,2,………k based on some similarities measures. K (number of clusters) < n (number
of attributes) otherwise we will have zero error if each data point is considered its own
cluster. Each observation will be assigned to one and only one cluster and each cluster is
identified by a centroid and represented as μj(0). As we mentioned in the previous chapter k‐
means is an algorithm for partitioning (or clustering) m data points into K disjoint subsets cj
containing mj data points so, as the goal that the algorithm pretends is to minimize the
squared error function

, where | xi ‐ μj | is a chosen distance measure between a data point xi and the cluster center
μj is an indicator of the distance of the m data points from their respective cluster centers.
The algorithm is initialized by picking m points in Rd as the initial K cluster representatives or
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“centroids”. Techniques for selecting these initial seeds include sampling at random from the
dataset, setting them as the solution of clustering a small subset of the data or perturbing
the global mean of the data k times. Then the algorithm iterates between two steps till
convergence. The first step (data assignment) is to take each point belonging to a given data
set and associate it to the nearest centroid according to the nearest means function which is
defined as

, where μj denotes the cluster centroid of the jth cluster in the tth iteration, and D is the
distance measurement function. Euclidean distance is chosen in this work and for two
vectors xi and xj the Euclidean distance is defined as

When no point is pending, the first step is completed and an early group age is done. At this
point we need to re‐calculate k new centroids as barycenters of the clusters resulting from
the previous step, the following equation is used

, where N is the total number of the input vectors. After we have these k new centroids, a
new binding has to be done between the same data set points and the nearest new centroid.
A loop has been generated. As a result of this loop we may notice that the k centroids
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change their location step by step until no more changes are done, in other words centroids
do not move any more. In conclusion the algorithm is composed of the following steps:
¾ Place k points into the space represented by the objects that are being clustered.
These points represent initial group centroids
¾ Assign each object to the group that has the closest centroid
¾ When all objects have been assigned, recalculate the positions of the k centroids
¾ Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the centroids no longer move. This produces a separation
of the objects into groups from which the metric to be minimized can be calculated
Although it can be proved that the procedure will always terminate, the k‐means
algorithm does not necessarily find the most optimal configuration, corresponding to the
minimum global objective function. The algorithm is also significantly sensitive to the initial
randomly selected cluster centers. The k‐means algorithm can be run multiple times to
reduce this effect.

3.2.3 Implementation of k‐means algorithm
Based on the above k‐means clustering algorithm, we implemented the code in Matlab
language environment using several optional input parameters, which help us to have as
much as possible better and reliable clustering results. Below we present analytical the
particular code (Appendix A) for the clustering of the point data and we analyze step by step
each part of the code with the individual results. More explanation’s about the clustering
results on the last chapter (results & discussion).
Initially, we import in Matlab program the shapefile ('RSL_BD.shp') which containing point
data and encoding coordinates of the points, along with non‐geometrical attributes (3). The
shaperead function reads vector features and attributes from a shapefile and returns a
geographic data structure array (3). Also it determines the names of the attribute fields at
run‐time from the shapefile xBASE table or from optional, user‐specified parameters. If a
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shapefile attribute name cannot be directly used as a field name, shaperead assigns the field
an appropriately modified name, usually by substituting underscores for spaces. Format
long, control the output format of numeric values displayed in the command window and
not how Matlab compute or save them (4).
The coordinates x and y of the points are in m-by- 1 matrix form in decimal degrees (6)(7)
and they have been modified in m-by-n matrix point data where m denotes the number of
points and n the coordinates x (first column) and y (second column) in decimal degrees (8).
In this form can be used from the k‐means algorithm. We try to cluster the point data with
randomly number k of clusters and predefined data points (seeds) as initial points (11).
Predefined data points (seeds) is a list of n elements vectors (data points) denoting the initial
elements of the cluster centers. For example if the number of clusters k=2 we could use the
two first rows of the xy data as “seeds”. In this way we achieve to have the same results
every time we run the algorithm, otherwise with randomly initial points the algorithm gives
different results.
It follows the determination of number k of clusters (10). As we have mentioned in a
previous subchapter there are several categories of methods for making this decision. In this
particular work we will use the silhouette validation method which calculates the silhouette
value for each point, silhouette value for each cluster and overall average silhouette width
for a total point data set. Using this approach each cluster could be represented by so‐called
silhouette, which is based on the comparison of its tightness and separation (how well‐
separated the resulting clusters are). The overall average silhouette width could be applied
for evaluation of clustering validity and also could be used to decide how good is the number
of selected clusters (24). The silhouette value displays a measure of how close each point in
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one cluster is to points in the neighboring clusters. If the silhouette value is close to +1,
indicating points that are very distant from neighboring clusters, through 0, indicating points
that are not distinctly in one cluster or another, to ‐1 indicating points that are probably
assigned to the wrong cluster.
To determine the appropriate number of clusters we increase the number of them to see
if k‐means can find a better grouping of the data. We use the “display” parameter to present
information of each iteration (21). The “iter” column represents the number of iterations,
“phase” column indicates the algorithm phase, “num” column provides the number of
exchanged points and “sum” column provides the total sum of the distances. In the end we
compare each overall average silhouette width to end up on the best result (28). The overall
average silhouette width value “ans” can be interpreted as follows: 0.70 – 1 strong structure
has been found, 0.50 ‐ 0.70 a reasonable structure has been found, 0.25 – 0.50 the structure
is weak and could be artificial, <0.25 no substantial structure has been found.
On the last part of the algorithm implementation the k‐means clustering function
partitions the points in the n ‐by‐ p data matrix X into k clusters (12). This iterative
partitioning minimizes the sum, over all clusters, of the within‐cluster sums of point‐to‐
cluster‐centroid distances. Rows of xy correspond to points, columns correspond to
variables. K-means returns an n ‐by‐1 vector IDX containing the cluster indices of each
point. When xy is a vector, k‐means treats it as an n‐by‐1 data matrix, regardless of its
orientation. K‐means uses squared Euclidean distances and predefined data points “seeds”
as initial points. To present the clustering results (including the centroid of each cluster) we
use the function gscatter from the Statistic Toolbox (15)(16). This function creates a scatter
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plot of x and y (x & y are vectors of the same size), grouped by IDX, where points from each
group have a different color.
To define the map axes into which vector geographical data can be projected we use the
“axesm” function in Mercator projection with angle units “degrees” (1). This is a projection
with parallel spacing calculated to maintain adaptation. It is not equal‐area, equidistant, or
perspective. Scale is true along the standard parallels and constant between two parallels
equidistant from the Equator. It is also constant in all directions near any given point. The
Mercator, which may be the most famous of all projections, has the special feature that all
rhumb lines or loxodromes are straight lines. This makes it an excellent projection for
navigational purposes. *every number in () corresponds to the numbered line of k‐means
algorithm Matlab code in appendix A.

3.3 Clustering data with agglomerative hierarchical algorithm
3.3.1 Architecture of the agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm
To make cluster of the dataset using defined parameters, we used Matlab, a high‐level
programming language and interactive environment for computationally intensive tasks. A
set of commands has been used to make cluster from the data set. These commands will be
explained in detail with respective steps.
The hierarchical clustering algorithm is pretty straight forward. Basic steps of the algorithm
are,
a) Start with each point in a cluster of its own
b) Until there is only one cluster
I. Find the closest pair of clusters
II. Merge them
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In this study we are working with a number of coordinates. If we more simplify the steps
above stated, sequences come like this,
a) Calculate distance between pairs of coordinates
b) Create linkage and define a tree of hierarchical clusters from calculated Distances
c) Check preliminary parameters for better result
d) Create final clusters
a) Calculate distance between pairs of coordinates
From the coordinates of the point data set, distance between each point has been
calculated and listed in a table. Syntax to calculate distance among pair of points is “pdist”.
“pdist” computes the distance between pairs of objects in a m‐by‐n data matrix X. Rows of X
correspond to observations, and columns correspond to variables. Resulting of “pdist” is a
row vector of length m (m –1)/2, corresponding to pairs of observations in X. The distances
are arranged in the order (2,1), (3,1), ..., (m,1), (3,2), ..., (m,2), ..., (m, m –1)). This vector is
commonly used as a dissimilarity matrix in clustering. Full command for point to point
distance calculation is, pd= pdist(x,distance) where Pd= row vector of distance among pair of
points, x= coordinates of point data set and distance=metrics of distance function (for more
about distance refer to preliminary parameters.
b) Create linkage and define a tree of hierarchical clusters from calculated Euclidean
Distances and create desired number of clusters.
Once the proximity between objects in the data set has been computed, it is time to
determine how objects in the data set should be grouped into clusters, using the “linkage”
function. The “linkage” function takes the distance information generated by “pdist” and
links pairs of objects that are close together into binary clusters. The “linkage” function then
links these newly formed clusters to each other and to other objects to create bigger clusters
until all the objects in the original data set are linked together in a hierarchical tree. These
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clusters which are linked in a hierarchy tree of clusters, showed below which is also known
as dendrogram.

Figure 3.2: A sample dendrogram
Dendrogram consists of many U‐shaped lines connecting objects in a hierarchical tree.
The height of each U represents the distance between the two objects being connected.
Each leaf in the dendrogram corresponds to one data point. It can see from the dendrogram
that it merges the nearest data points and making clusters and again merging the nearest
clusters until it reach up to the defined number of clusters. Basically it follows the rule of
agglomerative hierarchical clustering. With the visualization of dendrogram, it is possible to
pre‐determine the quality of the clustering which can lead to change of input parameters.
These input parameters are checked on a trial and error basis to get the best clustering
result in both distance and linkage calculation stage. A brief introduction of the primary
parameters is given in the next step. Full command for defining linkage is, Li = linkage (pd,
method), where Li = Linkage from row vector of distance Pd, pd= row vector of distance
among pair of points, method= linkage methods of distance measurement between clusters
(for more about linkage methods refer to preliminary parameters).
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For example, given the distance vector pd generated by “pdist” from the sample data set
of x‐and‐y ‐coordinates, the linkage function generates a hierarchical cluster tree, returning
the linkage information in a matrix, Li.
Li = linkage (pd)
Li =
4.0000 5.0000 1.0000
1.0000 3.0000 1.0000
6.0000 7.0000 2.0616
2.0000 8.0000 2.5000
In the above result for generated linkage, first two columns indicate the objects those
have been linked and third column indicates the distances between them. In the first row,
cluster number 4 and 5 have been linked and the distance between them is 1.000. In the
second row, cluster number 1 and 3 have been linked. But the original sample data contains
only object number 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Now it is a question that from where objects number 6,
7 and 8 came. The explanation for this is object 4 and 5 makes a new cluster and according
to the rule, the new cluster is numbered as m+1 where m is the number of objects. So the
number of new cluster is 5+1 = 6. Similarly object 1 and 3 makes a new cluster with number
7. In the next step, as cluster 6 and 7 is closer, they makes new cluster number 8 and then
cluster 2 and cluster 8 makes the final cluster. Following figure shows the process of linkage.
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Figure 3.3: Process of linkage from sample data
c) Check preliminary parameters
For a better result in data segmentation, some parameters are good to check. Changing
these parameters can give different results for the same data set. This algorithm can handle
a number of parameters for clustering. These are,
1. The distance method
2. The linkage method
3. Determine the number of clusters
1. The distance method
This measure defines how the distance between two data points is measured in general.
Available options are, Euclidean (default), Standardized Euclidean distance, Mahalanobis
distance, City block metric, Minkowski metric, Chebychev distance, Cosine distance,
Correlation distance, Hamming distance, Jaccard distance and Spearman distance. Different
distances are calculated in different ways.
Following steps defines different kinds of distance metrics with the computation
architecture. Given an m‐by‐n data matrix x, which is treated as m (1‐by‐n) row vectors x1, x2,
..., xm, the various distances between the vector xs and xt are defined as follows:
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The Euclidean distance between points is the length of the line segment connecting them.
This distance is calculated as,

The standardized Euclidean distance is the Euclidean distance after each column of
observation has been divided by its standard deviation and calculated as,

In statistics, Mahalanobis distance is based on correlations between variables by which
different patterns can be identified and analyzed. It is a useful way of determining similarity
of an unknown sample set to a known one. It differs from Euclidean distance in a way that it
takes into account the correlations of the data set and is scale‐invariant, i.e. not dependent
on the scale of measurements. Mahalanobis distance is calculated in Matlab as,

, where C is the covariance.
The City block distance is always greater than or equal to zero. The measurement would
be zero for identical points and high for points that show little similarity. The figure below
shows an example of two points called a and b. Each point is described by five values. The
dotted lines in the figure are the distances (a1‐ b1), (a2‐ b2), (a3‐ b3), (a4‐ b4) and (a5‐ b5) which
are entered in the equation above.

Figure 3.4: Example city block distance
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In most cases, this distance measure yields results similar to the Euclidean distance.
However, that with City block distance, the effect of a large difference in a single dimension
is dampened (since the distances are not squared). The name City block distance (also
referred to as Manhattan distance) is explained if one considers two points in the xy‐plane.
The shortest distance between the two points is along the hypotenuse, which is the
Euclidean distance. The City block distance is instead calculated as the distance in x plus the
distance in y, which is similar to the way you move in a city (like Manhattan) where one has
to move around the buildings instead of going straight through. In Matlab the City block
distance is calculated as,

Important is that the city block distance is a special case of the Minkowski metric, where
p=1, where p is the Minkowski order. The Minkowski distance is a metric on Euclidean space
which can be considered as a generalization of both the Euclidean distance, the City block
(Manhattan) distance and Chebychev distance. The calculation is,

P is the Minkowski order. For the special case of p = 1, the Minkowski metric gives the city
block metric, for the special case of p = 2, the Minkowski metric gives the Euclidean distance,
and for the special case of p = ∞, the Minkowski metric gives the Chebychev distance.
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Figure 3.5: Example Minkowski distance
Chebyshev distance is simply the maximum distance between two vectors taken on any of
the coordinate dimensions. Let's say we have 2 points, q = (0,0) and p = (1,5). The Chebyshev
distance between the two is the greatest of either |0 ‐ 1| or |0 ‐ 5| i.e. 1 or 5. Therefore the
Chebyshev distance between p and q is 5. In Matlab this distance is being calculated as,

Chebychev distance is a special case of the Minkowski metric, where p = ∞.
The cosine distance of two vectors is calculated as 1 minus the scalar‐product of these
vectors divided by the length of distance between them.

Correlation distance is a measure of statistical dependence between two random
variables or two random vectors of arbitrary. The sample correlation between points is
deducted from one, and thus the distance is being calculated as,

, where

and
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The Hamming distance between any two variables is the number/percentage of
components by which the variables differ. This distance is calculated in Matlab as,

The Jaccard distance between two sets is the ratio of the size of their intersection to the
size of their union. In Matlab the distance calculated as one minus the Jaccard coefficient,
which is the percentage of nonzero coordinates that differ.

Spearman distance is a square of Euclidean distance between two rank vectors. In Matlab
the distance is calculated as One minus the sample Spearman's rank correlation between
observations (treated as sequences of values).

, where
rsj is the rank of xsj taken over x1j, x2j, ...xmj, as computed by tiedrank
rs and rt are the coordinate‐wise rank vectors of xs and xt, i.e., rs = (rs1, rs2, ... rsn)

and

,
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2. The linkage method
This defines how the distance between two clusters is measured. When different
methods for distance among the clusters are being considered for linkage, results also varies
for the same data set. It is a matter of confusion that in the both cases, distance metrics
which is the first step for hierarchical clustering and linkage as the second step of
hierarchical clustering, distances are calculated. The question can rise that why to consider
distance twice. The answer is, measurement of distance metrics is to index the samples
according to their distances and distance measurement in linkage is to join the nearest
clusters into a link and making new clusters and follow this process until it end up to the
number of desired clusters. So distance for linkage is not only for point to point distance also
distance between clusters, whether the cluster is made of one point or with a number of
points. In the next steps, a little brief description of the linkage methods are given, for
example, cluster r is formed from clusters pr and qr and cluster s is formed from ps and qs.
nr is the number of objects in cluster r and ns is the number of objects in cluster s. xri is
the ith object in cluster r and xsj is the jth object in cluster s.
In average distance method, the distance between two clusters is calculated as the
average distance between all pairs of objects in the two different clusters. This method is
also known as unweighted pair‐group method using the equation to calculate the distance
between r and s,

The centroid of a cluster is the average point in the multidimensional space defined by
the dimensions. In a sense, it is the center of gravity for the respective cluster. In this
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method, centroid linkage uses the Euclidean distance between the centroids of the two
clusters and calculated as,

, where

Complete linkage, also called furthest neighbor, uses the longest distance between
objects in the two clusters, i.e., the highest distance among the pair of points from two
clusters. This method usually performs quite well in cases when the objects actually form
naturally distinct clusters. If the clusters tend to be elongated or of a chain type nature, then
this method is inappropriate. This distance is calculated as,

Median linkage uses the Euclidean distance between weighted centroids of the two
clusters. This method is similar to the complete linkage except that weighting is introduced
into the computations to take into consideration differences in cluster sizes (i.e., the number
of objects contained in them). The computation is done as,

, where

and

are weighted centroids for the clusters r and s. If cluster r was created by

combining clusters p and q,

is defined recursively as,
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Single linkage, also called nearest neighbor, uses the smallest distance between objects in
the two clusters. This method will, in a sense, hold objects together to form clusters, and the
resulting clusters tend to represent long chains. The underneath formula is

Ward's linkage uses the incremental sum of squares; that is, the increase in the total
within‐cluster sum of squares as a result of joining two clusters. The within‐cluster sum of
squares is defined as the sum of the squares of the distances between all objects in the
cluster and the centroid of the cluster. The sum of squares measure is equivalent to the
following distance measure d(r,s), which is the formula linkage uses:

Where,

Weighted average linkage uses a recursive definition for the distance between two
clusters. If cluster r was created by combining clusters p and q, the distance between r and
another cluster s is defined as the average of the distance between p and s and the distance
between q and s is
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3. Determine the number of clusters
When the distance method and linkage method have been selected and the linkage
among the samples has been created, it is important to determine the number of clusters.
i.e., how many segments should be created out of the sample points? As far as clustering
goes, then, the right number of clusters is the one which generalizes best to new data. There
are two ways of finding the numbers of clusters.
•

Finding natural division in the data

•

Specifying arbitrary clusters

Finding natural division in the data
Natural division can be found in the data by investigating the intensity of the binary
clusters in the linkage. These can be done by verifying the cluster tree. This cluster tree can
be verified statistically in two ways, verify dissimilarity and verify consistency. In a
hierarchical cluster tree, any two objects in the original data set are eventually linked
together at some level. The height of the link represents the distance between the two
clusters that contain those two objects. This height is known as the cophenetic distance
between the two objects. One way to measure how well the cluster tree generated by the
‘linkage’ function reflects your data is to compare the cophenetic distances with the original
distance data generated by the “pdist” function. If the clustering is valid, the linking of
objects in the cluster tree should have a strong correlation with the distances between
objects in the distance vector. The “cophenet” function compares these two sets of values
and computes their correlation, returning a value called the cophenetic correlation
coefficient. Cophenetic correlation coefficient changes with the changes of distance and
linkage method for creating linkage. The higher the value of this coefficient the better the
quality of tree. Command for calculate this coefficient is c=cophenet (Li,pd)
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, where Li is the matrix output by the “linkage” function and pd is the distance vector output
by the “pdist” function.
In cluster analysis, inconsistent links can indicate the border of a natural division in a data
set. The “cluster” function uses a quantitative measure of inconsistency to determine where
to partition the data set into clusters. It is the comparison of height of each link in a cluster
tree with the heights of neighboring links below it in the tree. A link that is approximately
the same height as the links below it indicates that there are no distinct divisions between
the objects joined at this level of the hierarchy. These links are said to exhibit a high level of
consistency, because the distance between the objects being joined is approximately the
same as the distances between the objects they contain. On the other hand, a link whose
height differs noticeably from the height of the links below it indicates that the objects
joined at this level in the cluster tree are much farther apart from each other than their
components were when they were joined. This link is said to be inconsistent with the links
below it. The following dendrogram illustrates inconsistent links.

Figure 3.6: Example dendrogram showing consistency of data
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The relative consistency of each tree can be quantify and express with the inconsistency
coefficient. To generate a listing of the inconsistency coefficient for each link in the cluster
tree, we use ‘inconsistent’ function in Matlab. Full command to compute the inconsistency
coefficient is I = inconsistent (Li), where Li is the linkage created by the “linkage” function
and it creates a (m‐1)‐by‐4 matrix where first column shows mean of the heights of all the
links included in the calculation, second column shows standard deviation of all the links
included in the calculation, third column shows number of links included in the calculation
and fourth column shows the inconsistency coefficient. The higher the inconsistency
coefficient, the less is the number of clusters. So it is a matter of decision that which value
should be taken for this coefficient. This part is tricky and user should take the value which
generalizes the data best. When user have decided the inconsistency coefficient value, it is
possible to create clusters with ‘cluster’ function which also take into account the
inconsistence coefficient for clustering. Full command for clustering with natural break is T =
cluster (Li,'cutoff',c), where T is the clusters created from the linkage Li and c is the
inconsistence coefficient value.
Specifying arbitrary clusters
Instead of letting the cluster function create clusters determined by the natural divisions
in the data set, it is possible to specify the number of clusters user want created. There are
no guideline in this case that how many cluster user can specify but investigating the linkage
patter, looking into the dendrogram and considering the visualization, user can define any
number of clusters that best generalizes the data. Command for arbitrary cluster is T =
cluster (Li, ‘maxclust’,n), where n is the number of cluster to be defined.
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d) Create final clusters
Most of the things about creating cluster have been stated in the previous part. So, until
clustering, the user has to go through a number of steps and decision concerns. If all the
parameters are selected correctly, in this stage we only need to implement the desired
number of clustering.

3.3.2 Implementation of agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm
In this part, a brief description of implementation of the agglomerative hierarchical
clustering algorithm on the selected sample data has been done. This data set has been
imported into Matlab environment using “shaperead” command which reads the .shp file as
a matrix of 304‐by‐2 dimension, where the columns represents x and y coordinate
respectively. To keep the original formation of the geographic data, it has been imported in
the programming environment under Mercator projection system.
Selection of input parameters before running the algorithm is very important. As it has
been said, different methods will create different result on the same data set. So the main
objective of choosing appropriate parameters is to get optimum result of clustering. The first
investigation begins with the cophenet coefficient which is the product of different
combination of different distance metric and linkage methods. Though it is not always true,
it is taken to be account that the higher the value of the cophenet coefficient, the better will
be linkage among the pair of coordinates. The following table shows cophenet coefficient for
different combination distance metrics and linkage methods.
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Linkage
Distance

Average

Centroid

Complete

Median

Single

Ward

Weighted

Euclidean

0.6704

0.6714

0.5847

0.6092

0.4602

0.6305

0.6529

St. Euclidean

0.6484

0.6462

0.6604

0.6242

0.4582

0.6286

0.6577

Cityblock

0.6439

0.6315

0.6069

0.5902

0.4514

0.5950

0.6068

Minkowski

0.6704

0.6714

0.5847

0.6092

0.4602

0.6305

0.6529

Chebychev

0.6583

0.6454

0.6363

0.6000

0.4094

0.6223

0.6174

Mahalanobis

0.6379

0.6277

0.6303

0.6306

0.4564

0.6304

0.6067

Cosine

0.5885

0.5808

0.5764

0.5761

0.5339

0.5790

0.5758

Correlation

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

Spearman

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

Hamming

1.0000

0.2611

1.0000

0.8129

1.0000

0.0642

1.0000

Jaccard'

1.0000

0.2611

1.0000

0.8129

1.0000

0.0642

1.0000

Table 3.2: Cophenet coefficient for different combination of distance metrics and linkage
method.
After investigating the cophenet coefficient for different combinations, the combination
of Euclidean distance and centroid linkage method have been chosen as input parameter. A
detail discussion for choosing this combination will be given in the result and discussion part.

Figure 3.7: Dendrogram generated from linkage method where cophenet coefficient was
0.6529
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The above figure shows a dendrogram generated from row vector of linkage which shows
the clusters groped with the leaf nodes. From this dendrogram, it can be choose where the
data can be segmented. More detail is discussed in the result and discussion part.
The next task is to select the number of desired cluster. For this purpose, as stated earlier,
inconsistency coefficient has been generated. The command for inconsistency coefficient
generated a 303‐by‐4 matrix. A sample of this matrix including the higher values of
inconsistency coefficient is shown below. Full inconsistency matrix will be given in the
appendix B. First column of the matrix shows the mean height among the leaf nodes in the
clusters and second column shows standard deviation of the nodes included in the clusters.
Third column shows the number of leaves included in the clusters. Here, these leaves can be
another cluster which may contain a number of sub clusters. The fourth column is the
inconsistency coefficient which is the matter of consideration. The highest value for this
coefficient is 1.15470038235335.
69325,76148
18332,88805
64358,76017
18693,7361
31211,38634
14895,75197
34635,705
29907,0995

20215,79073
4277,417461
19959,01397
8460,767261
11397,13078
3088,451111
10471,76757
8553,189608

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1,15470033964278
1,15443184240775
1,15300162180035
1,15127547046019
1,15005148523173
1,14988903698257
1,14951925078247
1,14951354539457

Table 3.3: Sample matrix of inconsistency coefficient including higher coefficient values from
combination with the Euclidean distance metric and Weighted Linkage method
But it is not possible to take the highest value for natural cut of the dendrogram because
it will create only one cluster with all leaves. So the second one, i.e., 1.15443184240775 has
been taken for natural cut of the data for clustering which creates 15 clusters out of the
sample data. A detailed discussion and evaluation of choosing number of clusters is given in
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the result and discussion part. The following figure shows the clusters generated from
natural division of the data set. Sequence of full implementing code will be given in appendix
C.

3.4 Cartographic simplification of clustered point data set
An important component in the area of cartography is the ability to present and visualize
the distribution or the density of some characteristics such as in this particular work the
rainfall stations over a certain region. The most common technique to archive that is the dot
map. The term dot map is self‐explanatory – it refers to the use of the points (or dots) placed
on a map to represent a given distribution. There are many issues involved in the use of the
dot maps as a tool for representing distributions.
In this part of the work which is the final step of the methodology we concentrate on
cartographic simplification of clustered point data sets which have been produced from two
previous different clustering algorithms, (k‐means clustering algorithm & agglomerative
hierarchical clustering algorithm). Simplification is a basic data reduction technique and is
often confused with the broader process of generalization. Simplification algorithms do not
modify, transform or manipulate x‐y coordinates they simply eliminate those coordinates
not considered critical for retaining the characteristic shape of a feature. Specifically, the
feature simplification occurs when many points of the same class are present in an area.
Certain of the points are retained while others are omitted during the reduction from an
original scale (1:3.500.00) to a smaller scale (1:10.000.000) representation (star approach).
In this process the number of points in the map has to decrease when the map scale is
decreased, otherwise it would become too cluttered.
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We start gradually to develop the idea which is based on the cartographic simplification
and previous clustering results. During the transition from the original scale (1:3.500.000) to
the smaller transition scale (1:10.000.000) many of the data points are indiscernible because
some of them are very close together and some other overlap between them. This situation
makes the point data unclear, so with the original structure retained we have to decrease
the density and complexity of the structure of each point cluster or more general in the
whole point data. This theoretical idea will be implemented through a number of steps and
these are,
•

Grouping the points based on nearest neighboring distance

•

Defining a minimum threshold distance for cartographic simplification

•

Simplify group of points

Grouping the points based on nearest neighboring distance
At first of all, we calculated distances among the pair of points in each clusters. These pair
of points is the closest neighbor in the cluster (we have selected one cluster of the whole
point data to show the process and the results because the steps are same in each cluster).
The distances come out in the form of a table. A sample distance table has been shown
below.
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Table 3.4: Closest neighbors in the cluster
In the table, UID and UID1 is the ID of the points in the same cluster. DIST1 is the distance
between the specified ID points. Here, this distance is calculated based on the closest
neighboring points. For example, point 2 is the closest point to point 20. So, point 20 and
point 2 is a group of closest neighbor. Our main interest is that group of points which has a
distance among them equal to or less than a specific standard threshold distance. This
threshold distance is decided on specific criterion and discussed more briefly in the next
part. In our case the threshold distance is 15500 meter. In the table above, all the pair of
points are selected which has distance among them less than or equal to the threshold
distance. When we are done with selecting pair of points, we will go for grouping points. The
first criterion for grouping is the nearest neighbor. In a group, those points will be included
which has the least distance among them. In some cases, one point is closest to more than
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one neighboring point. For example, point 12 is closest to point 8, point 7 and point 16. In
this case we are considering point 7, 8, 12 and 16 as a group. Same way, for another
example, point 5, 19 and 10 forms another group.

Figure 3.8: Choice of closest neighboring group of points
In the figure above we can see all the groups those have distances among the points
equal or less than the threshold distance. All other points, those have greater distance than
the threshold distance will not be considered in any group and will not be simplified. They
will appear in the transition map as they are.
Defining a minimum threshold distance for cartographic simplification
A threshold distance is the minimum acceptable distance for an application which is
calculated based on some criteria. In our case, this threshold distance is the minimum
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distance between the points which makes the points congestion or overlapping in the
transition (1:10.000.000) scale.
At the scale of 1:10.000.000, 1 cm of map distance refers to 100 km of ground distance.
We want our generalized map to be clearly visual up to mm level. That means, in the
generalized map, no points will be closer than 0.1 cm to each other. But the mechanism
beneath the map works in the meter regardless the visualized unit. Which means, to
maintain the distance among the points 1 cm in visual screen, we have to calculate 100000
meter distance in the underlying mapping system. Now, the point markers also have a
thickness. If the points are 0.5 cm thick (diameter), they will be overlapping their boundary
in the transformed map with the estimated threshold distance mentioned above. To avoid
this situation, we have set the threshold distance at 15500 meter and the point marker size
will be 0.14cm on the screen.
Simplify group of points
After selection of groups of points which have less than or equal to the threshold distance
among the points, we will go for simplifying the groups. As these points in the groups will be
congested in the transition map, we prefer to remove points from each group. Point removal
can be done in many ways but in our case we are going to remove a number of points
because the transition scale is more than two times smaller than the original map. For this
purpose, first we calculated the centroid of the cluster and then calculated the distance from
the centroid to each point in each group. Then in each group, only the furthest point from
the centroid will be kept to be appeared in the transition map. i.e. in a group, the closest
points to centroid will be removed. This results only one point from each group and that is
the furthest one from the cluster centroid.
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Figure 3.9: Removing points closer to the centroid
In the above figure, we can see how the groups of point have been simplified by removing
points. For example, in the group formed by point 7, 8, 12 and 16, the furthest point from
cluster centroid is point 16. So point 16 will be only taken to be appeared in the generalized
map. The reason for choosing the furthest point from the centroid is to keep the border of
the cluster unchanged. It is not always kept the border unchanged but, the furthest points
from the border and we tried to keep any farthest point from the centroid not to remove. An
inverse overcome can be faced by this decision which may result in congestion between the
borders of the clusters. But we hope it will not create very big visual disturbance. After the
simplification of the group, these points will be appeared in the transition visualization, i.e.
in the 1:10.000.000 scale map together with other group of points which were not
considered for cartographic simplification (those groups. In the following set of figures the
left side image is the original point data of a cluster and the right side image is the
generalized point dataset.
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Figure 3.10: Difference between the original and simplified point data in zoom level
From the below figures can been seen that the original data is more or less clear at
1:3.500.000 scale but becomes hazy and overlapped with the transition to a smaller scale
1:10.000.000. But when we apply the simplification operator the point data is no more
unclear at 1:10.000.000 scale. So, the process of generalization has been done with the help
of simplification operator. In the following figures you can see the results of the generalized
cluster.
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Figure 3.11: Display of original and generalized point data (cluster) in transition scale
1:10.000.000

4. Results & Discussion
This chapter initially focuses on the results of the two different clustering algorithms (k‐
means clustering algorithm & agglomerative hierarchical clustering alforithm), on the same
point data and then quotes a comprehensive discussion of individual results. Then we carry
out an analytical comparison between the best results each of the two methods. Finally we
use each of these results in cartographic simplification to produce the final results of this
work.

4.1 K‐means clusters
As we have mentioned in the previous chapter, k‐means algorithm gives no guidance
about the number of clusters k should be but we have to know in advance about it. To deal
with the issue of appropriate selection of k clusters, first we choose an initial number of k
clusters and then we increase this number gradually. Parallel to any increase (one by one) in
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the number of clusters, we examine and analyze the results of the silhouette value
(separation between the clusters) and the overall average silhouette width value (cluster
structure), until we end up at the best clustering result. For practical reasons (it’s impossible
to present all the results of each step) we present few of the clustering results to understand
the individual differences until we choose the final appropriate number of clusters which will
be used in cartographic simplification.
At one extreme, we could put every data point in its own cluster. Then the clusters would
be perfectly informative about the point data. The downside to this area that it makes
cluster analysis pointless and the new clusters will not help us on the process of cartographic
simplification (next step after clustering) with the new data points. At the other extreme we
could always decide that all our data points really form one cluster, which might look widely
irregular and have oddly lumpy distribution on it. Also makes so complicated the process
(one centroid for many points) which will follow about cartographic simplification.
We perform k‐means clustering with two clusters (k=2). As we can see in the following
results (Figure 4.1), on the first cluster there are several data points which have negative
silhouette values, which suggest that there is mixing/overlapping of the cluster boundaries
(indicating points that are probably assigned to the wrong cluster). The more overlap there
is, the less clear structure there is to the clustering. This verified also with the average
silhouette width which is equal to 0.49 which means the clustering structure is weak and
could be artificial. Ideally we would like to have the cluster far apart, but when working with
big density data set like this, that’s unlikely to happen.
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Figure 4.1: Silhouette and scatter plot, information about the iterations and the average
silhouette width for twelve clusters (k=2)
We increase gradually the number of clusters to see if the k‐means can find a better
grouping of the point data. A k‐means clustering with twelve clusters (k=12) gives the
following results (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Silhouette and scatter plot, information about the iterations and the average
silhouette width for twelve clusters (k=12)
In this case most of the silhouette values are positives (between 0.2‐0.8) for all the
clusters. No mixing/overlapping of the cluster boundaries and the indicating points are very
distant from neighboring clusters. The eighth cluster contains just few points with negatives
silhouette values but compare with the whole point data the quantity is negligible. In real
times series it is almost impossible to reach these values and not having negative values.
Also the average width silhouette value is 0.61 which means reasonable structure has been
found. We continue to increase more the number of clusters and the next choice to show
the result is k=20 to see if the k‐means clustering can find better grouping for the point data.
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Figure 4.3: Silhouette and scatter plot, information about the iterations and the average
silhouette width for twenty clusters (k=20)
The silhouette plot above shows that some of the clusters contain points with negatives
silhouette values which suggest that there is mixing/overlapping of the cluster boundaries
(indicating points that are probably assigned to the wrong cluster).Another impression is
that most of the silhouettes in figure are rather narrow, which indicates a relatively weak
cluster structure. This is confirmed also from the average silhouette value which is equal to
0.50.
We continue gradually to increase the number of clusters and we observe that the results
are still weak until the number of clusters is around to seventy (k=70). During this increase in
number of clusters at each step observed that: there are several data points which have
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negative silhouette values (mixing/overlapping of cluster boundaries, points that are
probably assigned to the wrong cluster), the average width silhouette value ranges around
to 0.50 which means the clustering structures are weak and fake. Also most of the
silhouettes in figures are really narrow, which indicates relatively artificial cluster structures.
The following set of figures shows some selected results during the increase in the number
of clusters within the range that we mentioned exactly above. The first figure 4.4 shows a k‐
means clustering with forty clusters (k=40) and the second figure 4.5 show a k‐means
clustering with seventy clusters (k=70).

Figure 4.4: Silhouette and scatter plot, information about the iterations and the average
silhouette width for forty clusters (k=40)
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Figure 4.5: Silhouette and scatter plot, information about the iterations and the average
silhouette width for seventy clusters (k=70)
We continue and try out k‐means clustering with more than seventy clusters (k=70) to see
if the k‐means can find a better grouping of the point data compared with the results so far.
On the one side we observe most of the silhouettes in figures are rather narrow, which
indicates a relatively weak cluster structure. On the other side a very few data points have
negative silhouette value and the average width silhouette value shows a continuous
increase (>0.50) which means reasonable structure has been found but this is not actually
right. Happened because more and more data points have in their own cluster so there is no
mixing or overlapping of the cluster boundaries. Also more and more high average width
silhouette values by further increasing the number of clusters until every data point
corresponds to a cluster. Unfortunately, cluster tightness increases with increasing the
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number of clusters (the best intra‐cluster tightness occurs when every point in its own
cluster) but makes cluster analysis pointless and the new clusters will not help us on the
process of cartographic simplification (next step after clustering) with the new data points.
The following figure 4.6 shows randomly selected results of k‐means clustering with more
than seventy clusters as we mentioned exactly above and the table 4.1 shows the
corresponding average width silhouette value of them. Some white gaps on the silhouette in
figures, due to the bad visualization of the silhouette plot and also on the big number of data
points which have in their own cluster.

Figure 4.6: Silhouette plots for a) one hundred and twenty clusters k=120 b) one hundred
and eighty clusters k=180 c) two hundred and forty clusters k=240 and d) two hundred and
eighty clusters k=280
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a)
b)
c)
d)

Number of clusters (k)
120
180
240
280

Average width silhouette value
0.59
0.71
0.81
0.92

Table 4.1: Correlation between number of cluster and average width silhouette value
In conclusion after the whole selection process of appropriate number of k clusters, we
ended up as the best solution, twelve clusters (k=12) that are going to be used on the next
step of this work which is the cartographic simplification.

4.2 Agglomerative hierarchical clusters
In this part, we are going to discuss the result of clustering from agglomerative
hierarchical clustering algorithm. Results will be discussed including the process for choosing
input parameters for clustering.
Minkowski distance is a special case of Euclidean distance. If the Minkowski order ‘p’ is
equal to 2, it gives the result of Euclidean distance and in our case, the data is two
dimensional. So, the cophenet coefficient is the same like the Euclidean distance with
combination of linkage methods. Combinations of linkage methods with the Correlation,
Spearman, Hamming and Jaccard distance gives very high cophenet coefficient; most of the
cases 1.00, which means the distortion among the variable as such that each variable falls
into a single leaf which is logically unacceptable. So, these combinations cannot be taken for
linkage evaluation.
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Figure 4.7: Dendrogram generated from a) correlation distance metrics and weighted linkage
method, b) Hamming distance metrics and median linkage method, c) Euclidean distance
metrics and Centroid linkage method and d) Hamming distance metrics and Centroid linkage
method.
In the above figure 4.7, it can be seen that different combinations of distance metrics and
linkage methods create different linkage results on the same data. With cophenet coefficient
1.00, combination of correlation distance metrics and weighted linkage method creates a
dendrogram in the above figure 4.7(a). In this dendrogram, it can be seen that a very few
numbers of data creates one cluster in the right of the dendrogram with a very high distance
difference while other data which defines most part of the data distribution, falls into one
cluster with very low distance difference. This kind of distribution is very much un‐natural. In
figure 4.7(b), another dendrogram generated from Hamming distance metrics and Median
linkage method where, the cophenet coefficient was 0.8129. In this dendrogram, data has
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been distributed as such, each variable falls into a single cluster and those did not make any
hierarchical tree. All the clusters have equal distance difference which has been shown by
the U shaped lines. So, this combination cannot be taken for bonding linkage among the
data set. In the next figure 4.7(c), with a very low valued cophenet coefficient 0.2611,
resulted from combination of Hamming distance metrics and Centroid linkage method, a
dendrogram has been generated. In this dendrogram, there are no hierarchical clusters. This
result differs from the dendrogram in figure 4.7(b) only by the distance difference among
variables.

Figure 4.8: Dendrogram generated from a) Euclidean distance metric and Centroid linkage
method and b) Euclidean distance and Weighted linkage method.
Euclidean distance metrics and Centroid linkage method have been combined and a
dendrogram has been generated where the cophenet coefficient was 0.6714. In this
dendrogram, data distribution and their linkage look quite agglomerative, where it maintains
the bottom‐up approach. Here all the leaf nodes are falling into clusters and again these
clusters are merging into another clusters and this process goes on until all of these clusters
falls under a single cluster which has been shown in figure 4.8(a) above. In figure 4.8(b),
another dendrogram generated from the combination of Euclidean distance metric and
Weighted Linkage method where the cophenet coefficient was 0.6529. This dendrogram also
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follows all the characteristics like the dendrogram in figure 4.8(a) but this dendrogram is
more balanced and equilibrium in character than the dendrogram in figure 4.8(a). This
equilibrium character indicates balanced clustering in the data set. So, the combination of
Euclidean distance and weighted linkage method has been taken for linkage definition and
the resulted cophenet coefficient is 0.6529 which is not so high and considered for optimal
result.
Discussion on choosing number of clusters
As we said before in implementation part, there are two ways of choosing the number of
clusters; natural division and arbitrary cluster specification. To keep the optimal number of
clusters, we choose natural division among in the dataset which is verified statistically. To
find out natural division among the data, we generated inconsistency coefficient. With
inconsistent coefficient, it is possible to compute the inconsistency of each link in the
hierarchical cluster tree. This indicates where to cut off or segment the data.
Earlier we tried to compare the dendrograms generated from different combinations of
distance and linkage methods. Now, we will try to verify the selection of appropriate
combination of distance and linkage method for the best linkage among the data set and if
this best linkage leads us to an optimal clustering of the dataset or not. First we consider the
combination of Euclidean distance metric and Centroid linkage method for clustering the
data. This will be a continuation on the linked data that has been shown in the figure 4.5(a),
i,e. the dendrogram. We will take first three higher inconsistency coefficient values to
generate natural clusters and see the differences.
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Figure 4.9: Clusters generated from Euclidean distance metric and centroid distance method
In the above figure 4.9, we can see the clusters in the sample data. The first one in figure
4.9(a) shows only one cluster because we took the highest value of inconsistency coefficient
for natural division. It always results to one single cluster of whole data when the highest
inconsistency coefficient has been taken for natural division. Second clustering picture in
figure 4.9(b) shows the clustering after application of second highest inconsistency
coefficient. Seven clusters have been created with the second highest inconsistency
coefficient but in this picture, cluster number seven is too big and imbalanced. So we will
continue to apply the third highest value of inconsistency coefficient to improve the result.
Table 4.2 shows a sample of inconsistency coefficient matrix for Euclidean distance metric
and Centroid linkage method.
62529,23302881390000
61878,37266092120000
61901,36745715480000
29634,97787642230000
25533,94776432980000
17170,62601915950000
17160,36949899240000

21584,55425
10813,05514
20839,8916
7121,172177
3931,047206
2541,924183
3581,532712

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1,15470038235335
1,15469581277327
1,15466950700162
1,15466603377398
1,15442520375897
1,15428666232495
1,15380525893599

Table 4.2: Sample matrix of inconsistency coefficient including higher coefficient values from
combination with Euclidean distance metric and Centroid Linkage method
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Figure 4.9(c) shows eleven clusters after applying the third highest inconsistency
coefficient. In this picture, still we can see cluster number eleven and ten are quite bigger
and separates most of the data which is very much imbalanced. The reason for this
imbalance clustering with Euclidean distance metric and Centroid linkage method is the
imbalance linkage segmentation among the data which can be seen from figure 4.8(a). In
this dendrogram in figure 4.8(a) , it can be seen that three initial clusters (blue, cyan and
green) makes one big cluster and one initial cluster (red) makes another cluster and this red
cluster is almost as big as the combination of other three clusters. On the other hand the
dendrogram in figure 4.8(b), generated from Euclidean distance metric and Weighted
Linkage method, shows that four initial clusters created two big clusters (Blue and red
clusters create one cluster and green and cyan clusters create another cluster) and they are
almost equal in size.

Figure 4.10: Clusters generated from Euclidean distance metric and weighted distance
method
In the above figure 4.10(a), cluster generated with the highest inconsistency coefficient
value and as usual it created only one cluster out of the whole sample data. Then we tried
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the second highest inconsistency coefficient value for natural division and it created fifteen
clusters using Euclidean distance metric and weighted linkage method which has been
shown in figure 4.10(b). If we compare this result (figure 4.10b) with the clusters generated
with Euclidean distance metric and Centroid linkage method, we can see that, clusters are
distributed more firmly and those are more balanced than in clusters generated in figure
4.10(c).

4.3 Comparison between k‐means & agglomerative hierarchical
clusters
We have created clusters by using both K‐means clustering algorithm and agglomerative
hierarchical clustering algorithms which respectively produced twelve and fifteen clusters
out of the same sample data. In this step, we will try to compare the quality of the clusters
produced by two different methods.
Cluster size
First we estimated the standard error of the mean of each clusters to evaluate the quality
of the clusters. All the tests have been done under 95% confidence level. Table 4.3 shows
the standard error for each cluster.

Cluster number

K‐means clustering

Agglomerative Hierarchical
clustering

1

6850.71

24825.5

2

5958.45

34848.7

3

6850.71

20419

4

7328

14749.9

5

6713.33

9200.3

6

6850.71

12950.6

7

6713.33

8248.1

8

5049.97

8518.3

95

9

6351.25

7709.5

10

6850.71

6288.8

11

6713.33

7170.5

12

7716.1

7305.5

13

6934.9

14

24825.5

15

9641.2

Table 4.3: Standard error for each cluster produced by K‐means and agglomerative clustering
method respectively.
This standard error is the standard error of the mean which means the standard deviation
of a sampling distribution. Standard error of the mean is calculated as standard deviation of
the sample is divided by the square root of the sample size. So, the bigger the sample size,
the smaller the standard error which indicates to the acceptable size of the sample. In the
table above, it can be seen that standard error of the means for the clusters for K‐means are
smaller than standard error of means for Hierarchical clustering. The only reason for this is
the sample size in K‐mean clustering is bigger than the sample size in Hierarchical clustering.
In case of hierarchical clustering, cluster number 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 14 has very high error due
to very small number of samples. In this regard, clusters of K‐means method are more
acceptable than clusters in hierarchical method for this sample data set.
Cluster segregation
We went for an analysis of variance (ANOVA) test to see if there is a significant difference
of among the cluster means. Our null hypothesis is there is no significant difference among
the means of clusters and we have done this test at 95% confidence level. In the figure
4.11(a) shows ANOVA table for K‐means clustering and figure 4.11(b) shows ANOVA table for
Hierarchical clustering. In the result of ANOVA table there are two things of our interest.
These are the F number and probability or P value.
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Figure 4.11: ANOVA table for clusters, a) for K‐means clustering and b) for Hierarchical
clustering
One can use the F statistic to do a hypothesis test to find out if the cluster means are the
same. In both cases, P value is very small which strongly indicates that there are no chance
of the cluster means to be similar. So the null hypothesis has been rejected that means, the
means of K‐means clusters have different mean values and separated from each other and
the same for Hierarchical clusters.
To be more sure statistically about the cluster means, we tried to compare the clusters
generated from both methods by T value. In the table.. , T values for each cluster from K‐
means and Hierarchical clustering are shown respectively. T values indicate how extreme the
estimation against zero valued coefficient or determines how probable it is that the true
value of the coefficient is really zero. The t‐statistic for a cluster is the ratio of the coefficient
to its standard error. The hypothesized value is reasonable when the t‐statistic is close to
zero, the hypothesized value is not large enough when the t‐statistic is large positive and
finally the hypothesized value is too large when the t‐statistic is large negative. In this case,
the null hypothesis is the cluster coefficient is zero. If we take a look on the T values, we can
notice that clusters in k‐means clustering have higher negative and positive values than
clusters in Hierarchical clustering. This means roughly, the probability that the mean of the
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samples in K‐means clustering are same, is less but that probability is higher in the case of
samples in hierarchical clustering.

Cluster number

K‐means clustering

Agglomerative Hierarchical
clustering

1

‐22.41

2.27

2

‐6.95

2.57

3

31.47

1.89

4

‐10.09

6.28

5

9.33

11.96

6

‐3.27

‐14.56

7

10.24

6.52

8

‐33.13

‐0.9

9

‐28.88

‐18.06

10

23.53

‐10.48

11

9.23

28.04

12

9.31

‐24.27

13

8.76

14

2.87

15

‐20.24

Table 4.4: T value for each clusters produced by K‐means and Agglomerative clustering
method respectively.
Cluster occurrence
The probability of occurrence that each sample will return the same clusters or the
probability of sample overlapping is another indicator for comparison. We have calculated
this probability of each cluster for both K‐means and Hierarchical clustering methods. The
following table 4.5 shows probability of each cluster. In the following table, it can be seen
that there are more clusters in Hierarchical method than K‐means clustering, which have
probability of sample overlapping. Although this probability is not so high.
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Cluster number

K‐means clustering

Agglomerative Hierarchical
clustering

1

0

0.0242

2

0

0.0108

3

0

0.0601

4

0

0

5

0

0

6

0.0012

0

7

0

0

8

0

0.3683

9

0

0

10

0

0

11

0

0

12

0

0

13

0

14

0.0044

15

0

Table 4.5: Probability for each clusters produced by K‐means and Agglomerative clustering
algorithm respectively
Frequency Distribution
We also focused on the frequency distribution. As it said earlier, K‐means cluster has
distributed the data points more evenly than that in Agglomerative hierarchical clustering.
From the frequency distribution below figure 4.12, it can be seen that number of clusters in
Hierarchical clustering are formed from small numbers of points.
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Figure 4.12: Frequency distribution in a) K‐means clustering algorithm and b) Agglomerative
hierarchical clustering algorithm

4.4 Cartographic simplification
The process of cartographic simplification has been mentioned in detail in the
methodology part. We implemented that method on each cluster from both K‐means
clustering algorithm and agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm. When we associate
scale change with the simplification, the data is transformed to a generalized form. This
generalization is only a visualization that represents data in a simplified way in smaller scale.

Figure 4.13: Comparison among generalized data from both clustering techniques
From the above figure, it can be seen the difference between the generalized data of K‐
means cluster and agglomerative hierarchical clusters. There is some overlapping noticed in
the data. These overlapping occurred because we removed points from the clusters during
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simplification which are closer to the centroid. In that case points around the boundary of
the clusters have not been removed to keep the shape of cluster unchanged. If we removed
points around the boundary of the cluster, it could have changed the shape of cluster as well
as the shape of the data set in gross. So this has become a limitation of simplification of
cluster by cluster basis. There are more cases of point overlapping in K‐means clusters than
that in agglomerative hierarchical clusters. This is because in agglomerative hierarchical
clustering data segmentation has been done on the basis of distance which means the
segmented clusters were already apart from each other on the basis of distance and that has
been done naturally. But in K‐means the segmentation, partitions have been defined by the
analyst, so that was not totally depending on the distance.
Now a question is what happened if we did choose points to remove which are farthest
from the centroid of the cluster. Well, we can look at one example. Figure 1 shows how the
boundary of the cluster has been destroyed if the closest point from centroid has been kept
in simplification process which can also destroyed the formation of the whole dataset. But it
is very important to keep the boundary of the data more or less same in the generalization.
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Figure 4.14: Choosing between nearest and farthest point from centroid for simplification
Another question can arise that, why we decided to simplify the data cluster by cluster
instead of choosing to do that with the whole data. In that case, there would be only one
centroid for the whole data points and selecting points for removal would have become
more complex. That would have also destroyed the balance of point distribution in the
whole database which may become visually disturbing. Finally, the figure below shows
generalized view of the study area which is more readable than the original data in the
transformed smaller scale.
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Figure 4.15: Final results of cartographic simplification

Conclusion
This research started with the objective to represent a point data set without complexity
in the smaller scale map than the original scale map. Through the literature review, it could
be understood that there is no such fully automated method for cartographic generalization
has been developed yet. The reason for this, a number of steps has to be attended to reach
up to generalization. A big step of generalization is data segmentation, the results and
quality of generalization varies with the change of segmentation method. In the result there
is some point overlapping and the reason of that has also been stated. Selection of points in
cluster for cartographic simplification is another complex task. As we have eliminated a
number of points to simplify the data, there are some vacuum areas in the final result.
Selection process for cartographic simplification must be developed to avoid this emptiness.
Trying of some more advanced methods such as density based clustering may be helpful in
this matter. A further research can be conducted to deal with the data overlapping between
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the clusters. There is also great scope for further research with the automation of this
generalization process.
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Appendix A
Code of k‐means clustering algorithm in Matlab
(1)axesm('mercator','AngleUnits','degrees'); % creation of map axes
(2)hold on
(3)p = shaperead('RSL_BD.shp');
(4)format long
(6)x = [p(:).X]';
% x coordinates of points in decimal degrees
(7)y = [p(:).Y]';
% y coordinates of points in decimal degrees
(8)xy = [x, y];
% x,y coordinates of points
(9)km = deg2km(xy); % conversion of coordinates from decimal degrees to
kilometeres
(10)k =12;
% number of clusters
(11)m = xy(1:k,1:2); % predefined datapoints (seeds)
(12)IDX = kmeans(xy,k,'start',m);
% k means clustering with predifined
datapoints (seeds) as initial points
(13)hold on
(15)gscatter(xy(:,1),xy(:,2),IDX);
% scatter plot
(16)[idx,ctrs] = kmeans(xy,k,'start',m); % plot of cluster centroids
(17)plot(ctrs(:,1),ctrs(:,2),'ko','MarkerSize',12,'LineWidth',2);
(18)plot(ctrs(:,1),ctrs(:,2),'kx','MarkerSize',12,'LineWidth',2);
(21)idxk = kmeans(xy,k,'start',m,'dist','sqEuclidean', 'display','iter');
%Determination of correct number of clusters
(23)idxk = kmeans(xy,k,'start',m,'dist','sqEuclidean');
of clustering seperation
(24)[silhk,h] = silhouette(xy,idxk,'sqEuclidean');
(25)set(get(gca,'Children'),'FaceColor',[.8 .8 1])
(26)xlabel('Silhouette Value')
(27)ylabel('Cluster')
(28)mean(silhk)
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% Determination

Appendix B
Inconsistency coefficient matrix
Mean Height
69325,76148
18332,88805
64358,76017
18693,7361
31211,38634
14895,75197
34635,705
29907,0995
27356,67293
33261,26699
66698,16088
32754,77535
30972,41714
29868,30668
15416,786
19270,737
56769,29033
27341,30196
38644,02159
20876,28252
21401,3547
13511,2815
19832,31959
10325,09109
105360,8174
20440,35984
27751,57789
28479,59982
5675,885991
17068,17275
19368,08801
22815,54156
172187,8034
24553,8743
46668,90823
41060,06647
72633,826
24497,95039
36575,24419
92083,14203

Standard deviation
20215,79073
4277,417461
19959,01397
8460,767261
11397,13078
3088,451111
10471,76757
8553,189608
8193,688104
7059,949494
20710,33856
10886,51247
11560,81085
7536,303393
8980,271532
4305,275271
15183,83145
8543,766081
7839,779541
5603,540377
7559,957678
8996,020482
3203,300738
5284,097296
36800,2573
4265,975037
12995,90352
8719,649112
3288,233832
5966,588489
5512,558909
7417,070438
50414,00385
7528,451559
13660,22201
14426,55281
28202,32716
10009,16478
8305,047708
23386,30672

Number of leaf
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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Inconsistency coefficient
1,15470033964278
1,15443184240775
1,15300162180035
1,15127547046019
1,15005148523173
1,14988903698257
1,14951925078247
1,14951354539457
1,14903999074805
1,14776774807858
1,14683857778635
1,14680205160751
1,14513586385365
1,14308392511707
1,14279952025889
1,14059105694530
1,13919090422917
1,13887623201452
1,13702213926539
1,13587072687936
1,13503197913397
1,13458080827367
1,13234287485201
1,13073256565558
1,12679619510274
1,12539975398353
1,12529564915645
1,12503848617549
1,12459626067857
1,12252228766653
1,11930428908560
1,11572110964370
1,11510423858027
1,11328942435712
1,11292259353736
1,10914789047148
1,10457212867439
1,09183428232711
1,09152092549476
1,08539556140336

20678,5528
56522,97169
269678,0723
60486,23248
9949,86954
23110,4371
49442,31934
146104,3206
24920,12212
76787,77972
28189,87081
18493,15473
40875,85825
13973,40412
21506,23026
38195,73825
39609,45444
32476,97717
15707,13349
26538,82718
84214,0169
36432,48334
43782,74483
91424,57322
42043,48778
31728,03337
34777,89522
27512,43181
46113,63613
46486,4974
16963,26894
53170,01283
9265,171488
21345,48347
17378,06974
21358,34606
38012,46752
23868,25039
60332,1901
18605,65104
24199,87376
30002,1507
35235,63485
52143,28815
60578,42673
49237,78604

7699,428184
13744,32903
46454,52868
17693,31841
3202,909219
6208,199612
11308,25486
46585,81023
9179,330026
16899,38683
7721,875611
4527,298413
9132,505404
4763,930193
13203,48437
13841,68288
12734,03246
9706,130165
6815,382745
8863,978152
44666,13112
8392,864444
18126,6117
12416,85835
9405,472474
9959,749146
14971,5845
5177,708051
10856,09261
10921,47726
6773,748479
9135,389788
3599,219336
6242,444877
5036,532029
10105,11235
8080,289058
9188,522028
22566,45638
10098,57413
12198,32185
12530,13547
7310,16593
9748,385356
19959,91965
8883,933936

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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1,08411694973800
1,08323827036525
1,08295765006192
1,08263565751665
1,07772132076157
1,07708656458135
1,07284814973917
1,07153300607908
1,07110706615355
1,07074098689907
1,06995180593992
1,06848405425579
1,06488436208691
1,06419430239724
1,06391430680324
1,05702225433935
1,05445084347394
1,05415544250912
1,05071369675243
1,04963894275476
1,04724639870927
1,04119184447096
1,04086498424280
1,03694620175763
1,03414153370273
1,03234583910902
1,02537400804556
1,02516446258673
1,02444379238253
1,02362842386995
1,02195954680061
1,01826025296185
0,99278286280806
0,98989470549206
0,98941553599547
0,98604296276934
0,98241397446473
0,97559418502623
0,96414313409948
0,96121306544899
0,95827306629646
0,95583385935900
0,95229577200692
0,95101207047474
0,94917864564667
0,94603636265516

30478,42484
28695,49716
35352,30104
22675,85932
27493,59517
183849,4615
112687,0323
25260,36792
43133,65043
11383,94031
44514,36352
17377,15744
21358,60123
21036,1479
17079,48347
26989,03037
62012,78336
39460,03371
12499,33859
136098,5567
54969,86607
19469,62416
32756,93084
20246,63659
4168,76387
10876,70876
30126,07846
26439,3672
20358,98999
12334,50409
13368,84276
15751,32296
16804,62038
21867,70716
12845,8503
15421,14228
17995,48096
18577,15333
20484,56106
23067,83939
26391,38466
26602,02241
30925,67644
5031,448387
6131,695172
8973,719006

5545,227722
7288,456037
10988,1456
7714,56527
10216,61506
83548,05321
28509,86723
12235,56146
10368,98306
7670,575847
10664,87888
7005,77937
7529,508718
4103,024682
12298,06208
7243,228332
17658,37879
17930,01335
4167,103951
28019,39766
16435,93488
6687,919417
9586,183289
483,7977256
571,4854162
1357,471855
2564,741393
4480,924694
2703,7811
2724,731494
2798,863846
2884,562515
3596,967589
6552,549433
3213,461049
2608,212194
4913,415399
4612,829286
5894,180616
3168,919843
6579,680274
8315,592612
10125,5925
3685,829489
5352,990715
3642,587072

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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0,94018680238503
0,93963026565198
0,92914344867930
0,92558997988520
0,92416454029227
0,91915634516693
0,90558278733435
0,89890726970753
0,89460685294125
0,88758767060919
0,88330152973379
0,85966252370040
0,84299587799909
0,84292334947848
0,84253170117314
0,82931337715437
0,82530337618619
0,80194323731515
0,78636543244283
0,75196901364485
0,73657930158516
0,72246834305245
0,70807003459265
0,70710678118668
0,70710678118656
0,70710678118656
0,70710678118656
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655

9801,883036
10972,06922
11616,39841
9523,606907
12541,27032
13903,2156
16470,57637
15487,57021
18244,73978
16927,85575
17467,03928
17616,28544
17655,12133
21794,54227
21141,05492
22311,36466
20479,21512
20536,58386
22409,77587
20628,75668
23081,65205
22427,71672
33359,71024
37433,94835
43660,78728
8858,834909
9804,308412
10751,22266
12308,33522
11730,18469
11548,00502
14070,20332
13404,89345
14593,73681
15301,78967
15890,95012
15147,13686
17030,79834
16479,34345
16477,4539
14405,46623
16592,63338
21976,84568
24862,4254
26147,25601
16466,48381

3202,469584
4076,196109
3353,168279
7803,922592
5339,328886
4710,942553
2598,179541
6246,538489
4760,525957
6803,770662
6567,70961
8226,263372
8458,309748
2727,944537
5685,07105
4624,019274
7525,993599
7497,314335
5964,483897
10118,46058
8225,384619
10012,31857
8251,743299
10772,86333
7322,590417
1726,912439
4925,819467
5100,677943
3089,866305
3947,051564
6234,081075
3439,997977
5204,427455
3574,235012
2955,151307
4616,982675
5972,241211
4635,157802
6000,037256
6151,292701
11152,31875
9561,485687
9136,325252
5918,388791
11086,71203
3505,888276

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655

23390,69035
24252,57023
26149,18289
18249,49167
38794,15975
16204,2098
23426,57877
32953,73839
18636,97465
19469,23561
17647,4025
26098,6416
6811,362264
57722,35242
2346,559138
2425,173361
3073,368317
3080,971428
3489,109928
3764,662657
4005,400322
5640,526674
6266,611358
6321,228064
6398,020987
6519,586016
6548,650465
6735,904408
7139,844013
7144,498697
7537,395077
7809,452446
8089,763309
8156,360128
8408,669924
8765,794654
8939,197761
8999,464092
9245,350382
9300,085318
9316,573026
9350,737364
9589,672113
9688,557422
9724,807507
9831,642008

7751,839314
7185,078055
6929,338866
4787,47795
8431,033132
2026,847857
5000,617364
5772,352925
2885,728101
3283,108675
1905,526235
2160,084711
371,53059
10890,03914
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118655
0,70710678118654
0,70710678118654
0,70710678118654
0,70710678118654
0,70710678118654
0,70710678118654
0,70710678118654
0,70710678118653
0,69376742577546
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000

10123,46981
10348,7768
10407,82797
10572,07618
10573,5902
10924,1246
11070,60048
11117,8674
11389,74715
11571,45791
11637,75742
11674,19315
11799,43883
12081,11005
12116,86337
12127,83311
12236,67642
12289,86988
12320,60655
12626,25036
12822,96728
12886,20376
13039,35675
13172,21723
13212,18214
13473,92458
13576,85775
13711,62924
13753,24682
13912,35824
14470,7979
14474,58116
14633,386
14771,01194
14864,23355
14878,53959
14928,53753
14953,16567
15157,53401
15235,18205
15315,39046
15516,48814
15721,55351
15771,62315
16144,48326
16575,06693

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000

16596,45674
16647,47968
16655,26415
16686,00205
16766,96783
16983,65245
17147,7272
17483,04656
17486,43226
17525,29734
17529,40039
17909,31221
18192,63765
18365,11032
18500,36216
18646,00722
18701,66551
19041,68927
19171,95282
19614,34722
19865,59419
19890,60832
20217,57158
21035,04537
21066,54592
21155,15764
21249,40039
22004,70542
22125,19576
22475,68132
24571,23105
27620,63255
39941,6787

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000
0,00000000000000

Appendix C
Code of agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm in Matlab
%--------Setting map projection-------------------------------------clf
f = ('figure1');
axesm('MapProjection','mercator')
%---------Importing data to matlab environment----------------------p = shaperead('RSL_BD.shp');
x = [p(:).X]';
y = [p(:).Y]';
xy = [x, y];
%---------Defining parameters for clustering-------------------------Pd = pdist(xy,'Euclidean'); %Euclidean distance between pairs of
coordinates.
Li = linkage(Pd,'Weighted'); %defines a tree of hierarchical clusters of
the rows of 'Pd'.
c = cophenet(Li,Pd); % Calculates the cophenet coefficient.
format longG
I = inconsistent(Li);%Calculates inconsistency metrix.
T = cluster(Li,'cutoff',1.15443184240775);%vSegments data with natural
division
%----------Writing result to file-------------------------------------for i = 1:15
format longG
fk1 = [xy(T==i,1)]
fk2 = [xy(T==i,2)]
M = [fk1,fk2]
xlswrite('filename2.xls',M,i)
end
%---------Visualizing result------------------------------------------[H,T,] = dendrogram(Li,'colorthreshold','default');
set(H,'LineWidth',2);% Plots the dendrogram
gscatter(xy(:,1),xy(:,2),T)% Plots the clusters
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